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1. We would have hoped to be in a po ition to ake au over 11 po itive 

assessment of the achievements of the Agreement during ita first tbree year. 

The comments which follow indicate, however, that we ee the record as ixed 

and, indeed, in some respects, as seriously disappointing. We cannot e 

1.mconcemed by evidence that the Agreement increasingly risks being seen by 

the nationalist community in Northern Ireland as failing to respond adequately 

to its central concerns. 

2. The balance sheet for the last three years undoubtedly shows a ber of 

items on the credit side. These should be examined and given their full 

weight in the course of the Review. But the Review exercise, to be 

meaningful, should clearly amount to more than a trading of positive and 

negative lists. The core questions are: Has the ::: entral thrust of the 

Agreement been respected? Has the balance of the text been matched by a 

balance in implementation? 

3. A view is occasionally put forward that the Agreement has done as well as 

might be expected in the circumstances. The major inhibiting circumstances 

cited are Unionist non-acceptance of the Agreement and, ore generally, the 

fact that any society adapts slowly to psychological and structural changes 

and that, therefore, dramatic change is not to be expected within a three year 

period. 

4. It is profoundly regrettable that the Unionist co unity has failed to 

recognise the potential benefits of the Agreement for society in lorthern 

Ireland and for relations within and between the two islands. There has, 

rightly, been a consistent effort on the part of both Governments to reassure 

Unionists that fairness for nationalists does not imply any unfairness to the 

majority community. But the terms of that reassurance to the Unionist 

community should not put in question the role and significance of the 

Agreement. The phenomenon at which the Agreement was primarily di~ected was 
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that of nationaliat alienation; reassurance to Unionists muat take place in 

parallel with, and not at the expense of, the Agreement'• central objective. _ 

The nationaliat community has legitim te expectations following signature of 

the Agreement. they were firmly based on the commitments made in, and the 

institutions established by, the Agreement. The Agreement, in its very 

uniquenes, ccepted implicity the premise that radical change ii. both 

necessary and achievable in Northern Ireland. If, as we believe, the scale 

and the pace of change in the past three years have been inadequate and 

unsatisfactory, the review process must confront this. 

5. In our view, the future health of the Agreement can only be secured if a 

new dynamism is brought to the implementation process. This will be our 

overriding preoccupation throughout the review exercise. While an assessment 

of developments to date is of course essential, we see the review exercise as 

primarily a forward-looking exercise which will identify priorities for action 

in the period ahead. 

Procedures 

6. We have auggeated that a Review conunittee and a aerie• o! aub-committ11a 

should be established immediately to initiate the internal aspects of the 

review (the external aspects will obviously need to be handled separately). 

Given that Articles 2-10 of the Agreement come within the ambit of the review, 

we would suggest that a coherent structure might be someth ing on the following 

lines. We would envisage these groups being organi sed on pragmatic and 

flexible grounds, with variable membership to allow each aspec t of the 

Agreement to be considered as thoroughly and effici ent ly as possible. 

Review Committee: 

Sub- Committee 1: 

Sub- Committee 2: 

To overs ee and give dire cti on to t he work of the five 

sub- committ ees set out bel ow: 

Sec ti on B of the Agreement: Th_e I nte r governmental 

Confe r _~ . (Articles 2, 3, 4). 

Sec ti on C of the Agreement: Po l itical Matters 

(Arti cl es 5, 6) 
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Sub-Committee 3: Sections D and E of the Agreement: Security and 
Related Mattera. Legal Matters. including the 
Administration of Justice (Articles 7, 8) 

Sub-Committee 4: Cross-Border Co-operation on Security Matters 

(Article 9) 

Sub-Committee 5: Cross-Border Co-operation on Economic. Social and 

Cultural Matters (Article 10) 

7. In order to lay the basis for an early series of meetings of the Review 

Committee and the sub-committees, it may be helpful at this stage to indicate 

the approach we would intend to take in relation to the review of the working 

of each of the relevant Articles of the Agreement. We therefore set out below 

some summary comments on Article 2-10 of the Agreement, which will of course 

be amplified in our discussions during the review. 

ARTICLE 2 

8. This crucial Article sets out 

the right of the Irish Government to put forward views and proposals 

in a range of specified areas; 

the commitment that "determined efforts" shall be made through the 

Conference to resolve differences. 

The Government over the past three years have put forward views and proposals 

over the range of areas covered by the Agreement. In some areas, notably fair 

employment, there has been a degree of responsiveness to our views. In other 

areas, including the administration of justice, we have seen a less 

forthcoming attitude. Even leaving aside the areas of particularly high 

sensitivity, such as the administration of justice, it is dismaying that 

substantial progress has not been possible in areas of significantly less 

sensitivity - for example, appointments to public bodies. 
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9. Among the problems to be addre•sed under A 
review are: 

g rticle 2 in the course of the 

The need for the Irish Government to be made aware in advance of 

initiatives )Jtlder (internal British) discussion, or decisions anticipated, 

in the relevant policy areas. Clearly the right to put forward views and 

proposals, and. the commitment to make determined efforts to resolve 

differences, is meaningful only if both sides are familiar with policy 

options under consideration at a particular time, and there is an adequate 

interval for Irish Government views to be submitted and taken into account; 

The necessity, for the credibility of the Agreement, of public recognition 

of the role of the Conference. The Agreement has suffered through a 

failure to acknowledge publicly a Conference input into the 

decision-making process. Even more damaging, there has been on occasions 

what appears almost to be a deliberate disavowal of any role for the 

Conference in reaching policy decisions. It is, of course, accepted that 

the Conference input cannot always be appropriately spelled out in 

public. However, the nationalist community ex? ects substantive, as 

opposed to symbolic, achievements from the Agreement. A frequent 

dissociation of the Conference from developments viewed by the nationalist 

community as positive can, therefore, only lead to an undermining of the 

Agreement in the eyes of this crucial constituency. 

ARTICLE 3 

10. The Review will need to take up the procedural aspects of Conference 

meetings: the rhythm and location of meetings; the balance achieved in the 

agendas; the allocation of time as between the various component parts of 

Conference meetings. We would, in this regard, see merit in advance 

scheduling of conferences so that, insofar as possible, our deliberations are 

issue-oriented rather than crisis-reactive. 

11. The general operation of the Secretariat will also fall for 

consideration under this Article. Both Governments are agreed that the unique 

role of the Secretariat must not be diluted or diminished. Ways of 

safeguarding and idea\lY strengthening the Secretariat's role will be 

important items for discussion. 
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ent th pro pect of chi ving devolution on the terms envisaged in the 

nt do not ppe r ncouraging. Any realistic proposals on possible 

tructures of gov rnment within Northern Ireland obviously need to be 

on n informed vi w of the thinking within both communities. 

14. Some progress has been achieved under this Article, including the repeal 

of the Flags and Emblems Act, the tabling of legislation on fair employment 

and also on the "I" voters' issue. 

We welcome the programme of work now underway aimed at the economic 

development of West Belfast. We would suggest, in the course of the Review, a 

full appraisal of the present operation and future direction of this 

programme. We would suggest also that the establishment of similar schemes in 

other disadvantaged areas should receive urgent consideration. 

15. The recognition of the cultural ethos of the minority is an important 

aspect of the Agreement which deserves greater attention than it has received 

to date. The Irish language is an important part of the cultural heritage of 

the nationalist community. We recognise that, in the new educational 

proposals, some attempt has been made to accommodate the concerns of those 

wishing to secure a place in the school curriculum for the teaching of Irish. 

However, the position remains unsatisfactory, as indicated in a recent paper 

submitted in the Secretariat. Moreover, lack of progress in the acceptance of 

Irish language place-names and street signs continues to cause resentment in 

the nationalist community. We would also urge greater support and funding for 

, 
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Irish language organisations and educational/cultural activitiea, includini 

the provision of facilities for secondary level education through the aediua 

of I~ah and the provision of a generous scheme of Gaeltacht scholarahipa. 

16. Ro . progress has been made in relation to a Bill of Rights. we continue 

to believe in the value of a Bill of Rights in Northern Ireland and would 

uggeat that work on this issue be re-activated during the course of the 
Review. 

ARTICLE 6 

17. A recent submission detailed our concerns about lack of progress in 

appointments to public bodies. The imbalances in the composition of public 

bodies reinforces nationalist perceptions of unionist domination of society in 

Northern Ireland. Given the prerogatives of District Councils and various 

interest groups in making nominations, the odds are significantly weighted 

against the nationalist community achieving a fair proportion of vacancies. A 

clear determination on the part of Central Government to rectify imbalances is 

necessary to bring about change. Our experience in persuading nationalists to 

go forward for nomination, and subsequently having a majority of those 

nominations turned down, has been distinctly discouraging. We would hope, in 

the course of the Review, to reach agreement on a new approach to public 

appointments which would hold out the promise of significant progress in 

rectifying the present unsatisfactory situation. 

ARTICLE 7 

18. We acknowledge the substantial progress towards more impartial policing 

of the marching season. It is undeniable, however, that the confidence of the 

nationalist community in the security forces has been deeply shaken by a 

series of developments over the past year in particular. 

19. we continue to be very seriously concerned about the evidence of 

harassment of the nationalist community. We have conveyed a significant 

number of complaints about har ssment through the Secretariat and have 

received a highly unsatisfactory response rate. Equally disturbing is the 

fact that little or no progress has been made towards incr~ased accompaniment 
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of UDR patrols; if anything, the situation ia now substantially worse than 

during the firat year of the Agreement. 

ilTICLJ I 

20. Public confidence in the administration of justice la a matter of 

crucial importance - for many, indeed, the touchstone of a democratic society. 

The effective ending. of supergrass trials is a welcome development.' However, 

the lack of progress on three-judge courts is widely seen as a major failure 

of the Agreement. Indeed, the whole method of operation of the Diplock Courts 

continues to arouse widespread concern. Lack of consultation within the 

Conference on the changes relating to the right to silence was also widely 

seen as placing a question-mark over the consultation process set up under the 

Agreement. 

Reflecting our particular concern about the continuing serious problems in the 

security/legal area, we recently submitted a detailed paper relating to 

Articles 7 and 8 of the Agreement, including propo sals for future action. We 

would hope that progress on these proposals can be made both in parallel with, 

and as part of, the review exercise. 

ARTICLE 9 

21. There is mutual agreement that cross-border cooperation on security 

matters has very significantly improved since signature of the Agreement. We 

will be making available in the course of the Review a detailed listing of 

steps taken by the Irish Government over the past three years consistent with 

this Article. 

ARTICLE 10 

22. 
we are strongly of the view that the potential for the achievement of 

We 
cross-border economic and social cooperation has not been fully realised. 

shall be making proposals in the course of the Review for an expanded 

programme of work in this area - to which we attach special importance - with 

particular reference to the impact of 1992 on North/South cooperation in these 

areas. 
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23. The fore1oing ia intended aa a preliminary overview of some of the 

concerns ve would wish to see considered in the course of the Review put 

forward aa • . aeneral preparation for the meetings of officials which the 

Conference h~ agreed should begin work on the Review. We would hope to 

develop and ampl>fy the points raised in the course of these meetings. 

Anglo-Irish Secretariat 

20 December 1988 



Review under Article 11 of the Anglo-Irish Agreement 
Article 5 

1· Articl• 5 is one of the most wide-ranging articles of the 

Agreement and a review of its operation therefore necessarily 

touches on a considerable number of areas. This paper looks 

briefly at some individual elements of Article 5 and makes a 

number of specific proposals. However, we would preface these 

proposals with some general remarks on the scope and operation of 

Article 5. We would also make the point that Article 5 is to be 

read in conjunction with, and is usefully illuminated by, the 

preamble to the Agreement, particularly paragraphs 3, 5, 6 and 7. 

Operation of Article 5 

Rights and Identities 

2. It is widely accepted that the Northern Ireland problem 

arises to a significant degree from the clash of identities 

between the two traditions, and that this conflict of identity 

must be acknowledged and addressed if there is to be. any real 

progress towards a solution. The wording of Article 5 suggests an 

outreach role for the Conference in concerning itself with 

"measures to recognise and accommodate the rights and identities 

of the two traditions in Northern Ireland". The use of 

"accommodate" in particular suggests a forthcoming attitude, and 

implies a readiness to facilitate, and indeed initiate, proposals 

to give expression to the identities of both traditions. Given 

the history of Northern Ireland, and the dominant economic, 

social and cultural position of the unionist tradition, it is 

reasonable to interpret Article 5 as holding particular promise 

for the nationalist tradition. 

3. The truth is however that three years after signature of the 

Agreement, the nationalist community does not have a sense of an 

imaginative and forthcoming attitude on the part of the British 

Government towards accommodation of the nationalist identity. 

The feeling is instead of concessions always having to be fought 

for, sometimes won, sometimes lost, sometimes so diluted in the 
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achievement as to be emptied of substance. The issue of the 

place of the Irish language in the new school curriculum is 

perhaps a g'ood illustration. In the light of the wording of 

Article 5, it would not have been unreasonable to expect the 

British Government to start from a position of considering some 

provision for Irish teaching in Northern Ireland parallel to the 

arrangements for teaching of the Welsh language in Wales; in 

fact, even the revised British Government proposals, as amended 

after strong representations from the nationalist community, fall 

very significantly short of the Welsh model. 

4. There are other illustrations where the outcome is even less 

satisfactory: the failure to repeal the legislation prohibiting 

street signs in Irish is, for example, incomprehensible to the 

nationalist community. Beyond any specific examples, however, 

what is sought is an attitudinal change so that, on identity 

issues, the nationalist community can - insofar as is reasonably 

possible - perceive itself as working with a willing government 

rather than constantly having to persuade an unwilling one. 

"To Protect Human Rights and to Prevent Discrimination" 

5. The protection of human rights in a society under threat 

from terrorism is no easy task. The obligation to protect the 

most basic human right, the right to life, is obviously 

paramount. But wherever the case is made that the protection of 

human life necessitates the erosion of other rights, the 

arguments in support of that case obviously require the most 

careful scrutiny. The point is not, of course, merely an 

academic or philosophical one; the reality is that the conditions 

of abnormality brought about by the suspension of civil liberties 

are the very conditions in which terrorism thrives and can make 

spurious claims to legitimacy. It must therefore be a cause of 

deepest concern to both governments that there is a growing 

perception within Northern Ireland that, in the balancing of 

security requirements and protection of civil liberties, the 

Government consistently shows itself insufficiently concerned 

with the protection and development of citizens' rights. 
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6
· In terms of ending economic discrimination, the introduction 

of new fair employment legislation - which we believe requires 

strengthening in a number of key areas during its passage through 

Parliament - is the most significant advance made under Article 

5. It is important to remind ourselves however that the 

introduction or passage of legislation will not, and cannot, of 

itself reassure nationalists that the pervasive employment 

discrimination which characterised society in Northern Ireland 

has come to an end. Their daily experience tells them 

otherwise. To take the civil service for example: the absence of 

Catholics in the most senior echelons is constantly pointed out 

to us by Northern nationalists. We are also repeatedly told that 

in, for example, the Department of Education, among almost 60 

school inspectors and 8 senior inspectors (school inspectors are 

of course a high visibility profession), there is hardly a 

handful of Catholics. Arguably, much of this is a legacy of 

the past and will in time be corrected. But one can hardly 
wonder at the sense of urgency behind nationalist demands for a 

fair deal in the workplace, or their insistence on suspending 

judgement on the new legislation until its results are seen in 
practice. 

Specific Proposals 

(i) Human Rights 

The question of a Bill of Rights is considered separately below. 

A number of the problem areas in the human rights / civil rights 

area also relate to the subject matters of Article 7 and 8 of the 

Agreement and are most appropriately dealt with under that 

heading. However we would wish to advance at this stage a 

proposal for a joint assessment within the Conference of the 

f h Standing Advisory Commission on Human role and powers o t e _ -

Rights (SACHR) 
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8 
th pri mary body de ling with h uma n ri ghts i ssues in Northern 

Ir l nd, SACHR is repository o f very c ons i derable expertise in 

th hum n rights rea. Establis hed i n 197 3, its present role is 

of cours m rely dvis ory and not t o any degree regulatory. The 

qu stion rises whether the r ole o f SACHR could usefully be 

r inforoed t t his stage. We would envisage the establishment of 

working group o f the Conference which would meet with 

r presenta tives o f SACHR and discuss with them their experience 

to date and any r e c ommendations for a change in their role. The 

ob ject o f the exercise would be to draw up a paper for the 

Conference whi ch would outline ways, if any, in which SACHR might 

b e s trengthened and given a more central role in dealing with 
i ss ues rel ating to human rights. 

(ii) Cultural Heritage 

( a ) Iri sh Language 

Some limited progress has been made in promoting the Irish 

l anguage, including the ending of the practice of not accepting 

correspondence in Irish by government departments, the 

publication of an ordnance survey map in Irish, the establishment 

of a research unit into Irish placenames at Queen's University 

and the provision of £25,000 to the Northern Ireland Arts Council 

for the promotion of Irish cultural activities. 

These changes, however, do not amount to adequate recognition of 

the importance of the Irish language in the cultural heritage of 

nationalists. In addition to the repeal of that section of the 

NI Public Health and Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions 

Act) 1949 which prevents local councils from erecting street 

signs in anything other than English, we would propose that 

( i) a spe cial institute be established to promote the 

use and knowledge of the Irish language and 

traditions. 

(ii) there be greater provision for scholarships to 

Gael tacht areas. 
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ways in hich reception of Radio na Gaeltachta in Northern 
Ireland could be improved. 

(iii) Electoral Arrangements 

We would assume that the Elected Authorities (Northern Ireland) 

Bill enabling f voters to vote in local council elections, will 

be passed in time for the local elections in May 1989. We have 

also raised a number of other issues concerning electoral reform 

which we would wish to see pursued in the Conference. 

(iv) Flags and Emblems 

The Flags and Emblems (Display) Act (Northern Ireland) 1954, was 

repealed under section 27 of the Public Order (Northern Ireland) 

Order 1987. We continue to attach importance to the impartial 

treatment of flags and emblems which symbolise the nationalist 

identity. 

We reiterate our view that the new legislation on fair employment 

should contain a strong and specific prohibition on the display 

of offensive flags and emblems in the workplace. This is an 

issue which we will pursue in the context of our continuing 

discussions on fair employment. 

(v) Avoidance of Economic and Social Discrimination 

Economic and social discrimination is often indirect and 

unintentional, occurring as a side effect of policy directed 

primarily at other objectives. For example, a policy directed a 

rationalisation of health services in the Belfast area might in 

practice amount to a cutback in health services as well as 

employment opportunities in West Belfast - an outcome which would 

run directly contrary to attempts to strengthen the economic and 

social fabric of West Belfast. 

we have previously indicated our support for the proposal 

advanced both by SACHR and the FEA that a committee be set up 
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within the civil service, chaired by a Minister, which would 

ensure a co-ordinated effort to achieve the Government's equal 

opportunity , objectives. We would now wish to revive and broaden 

that proposal. We would suggest that such a committee, which 

would include inter alia IDB and LEDU representatives, would 

concern itself not just with equal employment opportunities but 

also with the wider economic and social implications of 

Government initiatives in various areas. 

Consistent with Article S(c) of the Agreement, we would propose 

that an Irish Government representative should be a member of 

this Committee. 

West Belfast 

West Belfast has suffered most heavily from the twin evils of 

violence and socio-political alienation. An encouraging start to 

tackling the problems of the area has been made with the "Making 

Belfast Work" programme; however a long-term commitment will be 

required if lasting and comprehensive results are to emerge. We 

have suggested that, in the course of the Review, a full 

appraisal should take place of the present operation and future 

direction of the programme. We have also suggested that the 

establishment of similar schemes in other disadvantaged areas 

should receive urgent consideration. 

(vi) Bill of Rights 

we reiterate our support for the adoption of a Bill of Rights for 

Northern Ireland. As set out in considerable detail in our 

submissions of July 1986 and February 1987, we see inherent 

merits in a Bill of Rights based on the European Convention on 

Human Rights with whatever additions may be considered necessary 

and appropriate from other sources. 
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Apart from the substantive arguments for introduction of a Bill 

of Rights, it appears to us that, at a time when there is so much 

emphasis on' identifying areas of possible agreement across the 

political divide in Northern Ireland, it makes little sense to 

ignore one of the very few areas where there is cross-community 
agreement. 

As we understand it, the main hesitation about movement in this 

area is that it would be difficult to introduce a Bill of Rights 

for Northern Ireland alone, as there would inevitably be pressure 

to formulate a Bill for the whole of the United Kingdom. 

However, it must be pointed out that the circumstances of 

Northern Ireland are unique within the U.K. The province has 

been singled out for distinctive legislative treatment in a 

number of ways. While there would undoubtedly be some pressure 

for extension of a Bill of Rights to the U.K. generally (as, for 

example, there will inevitably be some pressure to extend 

advances in the fair employment area) it seems difficult to 

imagine that such pressures would not be containable. 

work within the Conference on the issue of a Bill of Rights has 

been suspended for some time; the last submission was that of 

the Irish side in February 1987. We would suggest that 

consideration of the matter should resume as a matter of 

urgency, on the basis of the British submission of March 1986 

1 f 1) d the two subsequent Irish (which we found he Pu an 

submissions of July 1986 and February 1987. 

W2009 



REVIEW OF ARTICLE 7 

(a) _ The Conference shall consider 

(~( 
(ii) 

(iii) 

security policy; 
relations between the security 
forces and the community; 
prisons policy. 

(b) The Conference shall consider the security 
situation at its regular meetings and thus provide 
~n ~pportunity to address policy issues, serious 
incidents and forthcoming events. 

(c) The two Governments agree that there is a need for 
a programme of special measures in Northern 
Ireland to improve relations between the security 
forces and the community with the object in 
particular of making the security forces more 
readily accepted by the nationalist community. 
Such a programme shall be developed, for the 
Conference's consideration, and may include the 
establishment of local consultative machinery, 
training in community relations, crime prevention 
schemes involving the community, improvements in 
arrangements for handling complaints, and action 
to increase the proportion of members of the 
minority in the Royal Ulster Constabulary. 
Elements of the programme may be considered by the 
Irish Government suitable for application within 
their jurisdiction. 

(d) The Conference may consider policy issues relating 
to prisons. Individual cases may be raised as 
appropriate, so that information can be provided 
or inquiries instituted. 

1. In the last year, matters arising under Article 7 and parts 

of Article a have been discussed under the general heading 

of "confidence" issues and a steering group of officials has 

been established to oversee a programme of work. It would 

be desirable to put this work on a more systematic basis by 

establishing 
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a more regular rhythm of meetings of the steering 

group - say, one every two months; and 

as necessary and appropriate, subsidiary ad hoe working 

groups in the areas of 

security (including harassment issues, incidents, 

forthcoming events); 

legislation; 

prisons 

[the existing Working Group 1 on the administration of 

justice could, as necessary consider legal issues 

(including the court system)] 

2. It would be helpful also if an understanding could be 

established that the steering group, or the appropriate 

sub-group, would be convened to consider major legislative, 

administrative or operational initiatives. 

Security Pol Community and the Security 

Forces 

3. The preamble of the Agreement reaffirms the determination of 

the two Govern ents to work together to ensure that those 

who adopt or support violence or the threat of violence as a 

means of promoting political objectives do not succeed. 

Security policy has been a feature of all Conferences both 

in relation to security cooperation (Article 9) and in 

relation to security policy within Northern Ireland, 

altho gh the iscussion of specific security measures in 

orthern Ireland has been restricted or obviated on 

occasion by lack of prior consultation. There has been 

so e discussion of training, educational and liaison 
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h V r gard 
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It would b 
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both to curity 
b tt r r lation 

4. Article 7 (b) provides that th Conf r no hall con id r 

the security situation tits regul r me tinge and thus 
provides an opportunity to address policy issues, serious 

incidents and forthcoming events. There has been 
considerable discussion in the past in relation to incidents 

and forthcoming events such as poli ~i ng at funerals and 

policing of the marching season. Again, it would seem 

desirable that the proposed security group shoul~ consider 

incidents and forthcoming events at its regular meetings. 

5. In the Hillsborough communique, both Governments committed 

themselves to the principle that the army, including the 

UDR, should operate only in support of the civil power, with 

the particular objective of ensuring as rapidly as possible 

that, save in the most exceptional circumstances, there was 

a police presence in all operations which involve direct 

contact with the community. Both Governments have 

repeatedly indicated their continuing commitment to this 

principle, but the implementation has not lived up to 

expectations and appears to have regressed since 1986. It 

should be a priority issue forth security working group to 

assess how the principles of rmy support for the civil 

power and police accompaniment of the rmy c n be better 

implemented, and to identify reas where practical progress 

might be made in then r term. 
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6. We would urge that the army and police be involved directly 

in the monitoring group now established at Stormont and that 

it would be desirable to have an Irish member of the 

Secretariat in the group so that our thinking can be 

conveyed at first hand and, likewise, the concerns and 

difficulties of the security forces. It would be 

desirable that this group should meet, as the present group 

now appears to do, on a fixed day each month and that prior 

notice be given on either side of the matters to be 

discussed. 

Legislation 

7. The present legislative position is complicated given the 

existence of two EPA acts, the PTA, the Public Order Order 

and various other pieces of legislation bearing on security 

policy. A particular mandate of t ~e working group 

established under this heading should be the consideration 

of the new Emergency Provisions Bill which will require to 

be enacted by 1992, both in regard to its relationship with 

other security and ordinary criminal legislation, and with 

the aim of considering such elements of the EPA as may 

prudently be dispensed with. 

Prisons Policy 

a. Article 7(d) also provides that the Conference shall 

consider policy issues relating to prisons and that 

individual cases may be raised as appropriate so that 

information or inquiries can be instituted. We have found 

the arrangements made through the Secretariat and through 

the provision of meetings involving officials from both 

sides helpful. They have contributed to better 

understanding on our side of the problems faced by the 

prison authorities and, presumably, on the British side to a 

better understanding of nationalist perceptions. It is now 
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firmly agreed between the two Governments that prison 

policy has the potential for a very constructive impact on~ 

the nationalist community. There is no doubt that recent 

policy developments in regard to reviews, improvements in 

the prison regime and the movement of carefully selected 

prisoners has had a major effect on paramilitary 
organisations. 

Department of Foreign Affairs 

h March 1989 
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REVI BW OF ARTICLE 8 

Legal Matters, including 

the Administration of Justice 

The Conference shall deal with issues of concern to 
both couhtries relating to the enforcement of the 
criminal law. In particular it shall consider whether 
there are areas of the criminal law applying in the 
North and in the South respectively which might with 
benefit be harmonised. The two Governments agree on 
the importance of public confidence in the 
administration of justice. The Conference shall seek, 
with the help of advice from experts as appropriate, 
measures which would give substantial expression to 
this aim, considering inter alia the possibility of 
mixed courts in both jurisdictions for the trial of 
certain offences. The Conference shall also be 
concerned with policy aspects of extradition and extra 
territorial jurisdiction as between North and South. 

1. There are four elements in this Article: 

1. 1 Issues of concern to both countries relating to the 

enforcement of the criminal law. 
Apart from the particular area of extradition and 

extra-territorial jurisdiction, this element of Article 

8 has not been taken up on a systematic basis to date 

although, of course, the enforcement of the law against 

subversives and exchanges of views and cooperation in 

such matters as smuggling and racketeering have been 

dealt with under Article 9. Day to day issues which 

arise, such as information about arrests, searches and 

so on have been dealt with though the Secretariat. 

While it is not felt immediately necessary to change 

the present arrangements, a more systematic examination 

of this matter could be considered at a relatively 

early date. 
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1. 2 Harmonization of th Criminal Law 

Wbile there has been an on- going exchange of 

information and views, steps have not yet been taken to 

consider whether ' there are areas of the criminal law 

applying in the North and South respectively which 

mi~ht· with benefit be harmonised. This matter falls 

within the remit of Working Group II on criminal law 

matters. That Working Group has so far given priority, 

as it was requested to do, to an examination of policy 

aspects of extradition and extra-territorial 

jurisdiction. Again, the question of initiating work 

under this heading should be kept under active review. 

1. 3 Extradition and Extra-Territorial Jurisdiction 
These matters, extra-territorial jurisdiction more 

recently, have been dealt with regularly and 

extensively at meetings of Working Group ·Ir, 

supplemented by meetings of smaller groups of senior 

officials where considered necessary. 

change is thought necessary here. 

1. 4 Administration of Justice 

No particular 

This working group (Working Group I) has not met 

recently. It has the remit from the Conference of (i) 

seeking measures which would give substantial 

expression to the aims in Article 8 of the Agreement, 

and in paragraph 7 of the Hillsborough communique, 

relating to public confidence in the administration of 

justice, and (ii) to examine, inter alia, the issues 

that will arise for the Conference in the consideration 

of the possibility of mixed courts in both 

jurisdictions for the trial of certain offences. 

2. The Irish side remain of the view that three-judge courts 

would be a very important step forward in gaining public 

confidence in the administration of justice but note that 
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the British side are "not presently persuaded" of this 

measure. The issue should, however, be kept under constant 
review. 

3. In regard to other matters, it would seem desirable to 

reconvene Working Group I and to consider those aspects of 

the admini~tration of justice (ie, legal issues including 

the court system) which have not been addressed by the 

Steering Group on confidence measures. It could be 

envisaged that Working Group I would report to the Steering 
Group in this area. 

4. The Irish side have noted a considerable reduction in the 

period of delay between first remand and trial in the 

Diplock courts and a reduction also in the appeal process. 

They consider that decisions, such as that of the Appeal 

Court on the question of the compellability of police 

witness in the McKerr inquest, are ~ot only seen as 

desirable in themselves but have contributed to public 

confidence in the courts. It is for this reason among 

others that the Irish side regret the British Government ' s 

intention to reverse this decision by means of legislation 

if necessary. 

· s. The Irish side note that there has been no II supergrass 11 case 

in the recent past and that none appears to be contemplated. 

The decisions of the courts in particular supergrass cases, 

and in the matter of inducement to witnesses, have been 

helpful factors in the area of public confidence. 

6. Identity issues raised in a previous Irish paper remain to 

be considered, notably the question of change to the juror' s 

oath, the question of making optional the oath of 

allegiance taken by senior counsel and the declaration made 

on appointment by coroners. 

Department of Foreign Affairs 
b March 1989 



Review under Article 11 of the Anglo-Irish Agreement 

Article lO(b) 

1. Article !O(b) envisages the Conference as "a framework for 

the promotio~ o~ co-operation between the two parts of Ireland 

concerning cross-border aspects of economic, social and cultural 

matters." In our view, thi's provi'si'on of the Agreement offers 

enormous potential for development in the period ahead. 

2. There are strong, and mutually reinforcing, political and 

economic arguments for enhancement of cross-border contacts in 

the areas delineated by Article 10. We would wish to see 

economic, social and cultural contacts advanced through a 

pragmatic and non-ideological approach that would attract 

widespread support North and South. In the medium term, the 

accumulated experience of such co-operation, and the wider 

perspective established on North-South relations, can only have a 

positive effect on the political climate. 

3. Apart however from any such general political benefit, there 

are compelling practical reasons for strengthening cross-border 

contacts; the creation of an adequate physical infra-structure 

for the whole island, the sharing of services where this is 

efficient and cost-effective, the identification of areas where 

joint action may be mutually beneficial - all are justifiable in 

their own terms and indeed are essential to optimum economic 

development in the island as a whole. 

4. There has been a 
wide variety of Ministerial and official 

cross-border economic and social co

(The list produced by the British level contacts relating to 

operation in recent years. . . 
988 

'llustrates the breadth of existing 
side in December 1 1 

b bly fair to say however that these 
It is pro a 

d velop piecemeal, without a central 
contacts have tended to e · . to precise content of the various 

f information as 
repository o 'thou~ an-overview being formed as to 
meetings, and therefore wi 

contacts). 
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how the contacts can best be co-ordinated and channelled to the 

maximum Denefit of both sides. 

, 
5. Article lO(b) refers to the Conference as a framework for 

the promotion of co-operation; we would very much hope to see 

the Conference developing an active role in this area, as opposed 

to the more pas~ive approach to date where the Conference has 

largely confined itself to noting developments rather than 

initiating and encouraging them. The development of appropriate 

structures (see paras 9-10 below) will be crucial if the 

Conference work is to take on this additional dimension to its 

work. 

Indicative List of Areas for Future Co-operation 

6. On the Irish side, the potential for cross-border economic 

co-operation is being exhaustively examined by individual 

Ministers and we would intend to present more detailed proposals 

in the near future. However, the following is an illustrative 

list of areas where there may be scope for further work: 

Tourism 

Developing the potential for joint promotions in 

foreign markets; 

encouragement of local initiative in developing joint 

tourism projects (along the lines of the recent North 

coast tourism project undertaken by the Inishowen 

Community Development Group and the Glens of Antrim 

Community Development Association.); 

investment in amenities in the border areas - ensuring 

complementarity of facilities on a regional basis on 

both sides of the border and, where appropriate, 

developing cross-border amenities (the linking of 

waterways offers an obvious potential for major 

development). 
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Agriculture 

cd:operation in research to develop the agriculture and 
food sector, North and South; 

co-ordination of positions so as to secure, wherever 

beneficial, E.C. recognition of the similar 

agricultural situations, North and South (practical 

examples to date include the all-Ireland application of 

the E.C. calf premium and suckler cow premium - the 

value of these two schemes to Northern Ireland in 1987 

exceeded £Sm.); 

further co-ordination on animal and plant health, 

including E.C . . aspects. 

Transport 
medium-term improvement of major roads; 

improvement of secondary roads (and bridges) in border 

areas; 

road safety; 

motor vehicle administration; 

mintenance and up-grading of cross-border rail links; 

study of ports facilities, North and South, with the 

aim of developing complementary services and reducing 

inefficient duplication. 

Fisheries 
Of aquaculture projects in the Foyle, Erne , Development 

and Carlingford areas; 

t· n of Irish Sea productivity; Oceanographic investiga io 

Acoustic survey o 
f Irish sea herring stock. 
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Ene.qy 

Consideration f 0 the restoration of 
eYectricity interconnector; 

the possibility of the transhipment 
Moneypoint; 

the North-South 

of coal from 

coope~ation between the Geological Survey of Ireland 

(GSI) and the Geological Survey of Northern Ireland 

(GSNI) on the joint publication of mineral related maps 

and data and exchange of information for areas 
straddling the border· 

I 

technical and administrative cooperation in respect of 

onshore exploration in the N.W. Carboniferous Basin 

which encompasses both sides of the border. 

Health 

Further development of the very useful work to date of 

the joint Department of Health Northern Ireland DHSS 

working party (including referrals between the two 

health services, ' joint investment in highly . specialised 

machinery and procedures, joint production of public 

information material). 

7. There is an increasing awareness in both parts of the 

island that 1992 represents both a challenge and an 

opportunity; there is also a recognition that - in certain 

sectors at least - these opportunities will be maximised 

only if the issues are approached on an all-island basis. 

, 1 reness needs to be translated into a This genera awa 
detailed and sophisticated analysis of the projected effects 

economies both North and South and their 
of 1992 on the 

. some work has already been jointly done 
interrelationship. . 

EC· consideration should be given to the 
by the NESC and NI ' . 

. . f further expert studies as well as the 
joint commissioning O • 

d ta already available to both 
pooling of research a 

. t·on of the dialogue, begun at Louvain 
continua i governments. 
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in December 1988, subject to greater precision and 

selectivity in subject matter and participation, would be -
partic~larly useful. 

8. We are of course aware that there will be competitive as 

well as co-operative aspects involved in gearing the 

economies, · North and South, for 1992. This clearly has to 

be taken realistically into account in our preparatory work. 

However, there is a mutual interest in identifying those 

areas where enhanced co-operation will attract greater 

benefits for the island as a whole. Even more 

fundamentally, a joint approach will be required in certain 

areas to minimise the disadvantages, in economic terms, of 

our peripheral island status. It is essential that the 

maximum energy and imagination be brought to bear in our 

preparations for 1992 so that the potential benefits as well 

as the potential risks of the singl s market can be clearly 

identified and taken into account. 

Structures 
9. As we are aware, regular and productive North/South 

ministerial contacts on a range of issues already take 

10. 

place. on the Irish side, we see very great advantage in 

seeking to structure these contacts within the Conference 

setting. The co-ordination of such contacts within the 

Conference would have a dual benefit; it would add stature 

and significance, as well as bringing continuity to, inter

ministerial contacts; at the same time the work of the 

Conference would be deepened and diversified by these 

additional elements. 

Article 3 of the Agreement provides that "within the 

Confe rence other Irish and British 
framework of the 

ttend meetings as appropriate". We 
Ministers may hold or a 

d this would also be in line with the 
would suggest that - an 

'd to move towards further advance 
general desire of both 81 es . . . . 

tings - specialist Ministers be 
scheduling of conference mee 
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inv~ted in rotation to attend Conference meeting for a 

discussion of North/South contacts in their areas of 

respon~ibility. Clea}1y the discussion of economic items 

would have to be well prepared at official level in advance, 

so as to ensure a focussed and productive use of Ministerial 

time. If felt desirable, a working party at official level 

might be created under article 3 to prepare and follow up on 
conference discussions on economic issues. 

March 1989 
E656 



THE INVOLVEMENT OF LOCAL 
COUNCILS IN 

NOMINATIONS 'l'O PUBLIC BOOIBS 

I 

1. In a pt<'per on Article 6 
d submitted 

is state that "the UK Sid at the end of January it 
e accept th 

political balance in the at there is a problem about 
case of publi 

nomination of district c . c appointments made on the 
•• # ounci ls where i 

unionist-controlled counc'l t is the practice of .many 
1 8 to nomin t 

Irish side welcome and a . . a e only unionists. 11 The 
ppreciate the 

In order to take the matt openness of this approach. 
er further, we .. 

following paper which k are now submitting the 
sees to underline the extent of the 

problem and the urgency of findi' ng. a solution. 

2. Under the present system, local council nominees are put 
forward for appointment to public b d' · o ies in two ways 

either directly by the Councils, or 

by the Association of Local Authorities of Northern 
Ireland ( ALAN! ) . 

The councils normally choose their nominees by vote after local 

elections, when the new councils are constituted. The nominees 

forwarded by the councils to ALANI, and subsequently by ALANI to 

the Northern Ireland authorities, are chosen similarly. 

3. In most councils, nationalist representatives put 

themselves forward for nomination. In the unionist-dominated 

i-1:~L~E~e~~!.!l~~s~t....:i::..· !.!n::.v~a~r:..:i~a~b~l~y~v.:.--=.o~t~e~d;..._;;d;;,..;o:;...w-:-n. Belfast City councils :!:hey 
. f never nominating nationalists for any 

Council has a practice o 
r limited its functions. By contrast 

type of public body, howeve 
. ·ority councils (Derry City, Down, 

the practice of nationalist-maJ 
h) on offering seats to unionists 

Newry and Mourne and Fermanag . . Derry City council, for 
has been much more forthcoming. H lth and social Services 
. n the western ea 
instance, offered seats O 

. d Library Board to unionists 
B Education an 
oard and the Western .. ts intended to boycott the 

u t· that unionis n 11 it became clear sition to the Anglo-Irish 
Boards as part of their poliCY of oppo 
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These seats were 
then allocated to unionist on ,the Council . the Independent 

1 • 

ALANI :.:=-

4. ALAN! is given rights of nomi 
. . . . nation to a large number of public bodies (although not to th 

---- e Education and Library Boards and the Health and Social service B 
s oards). Since 21 of the 26 

local councils are unionist d · 
- ominated the membership of ALANI i s 

disproportionately weighted in favour of unionists. 

5. ALANI has, for instance rights of nomination of four members 
to the Fire Authority; Belfast City Council has rights to 

nominate four more. Thus from the outset there are 8 unionists 

(44%) on the 18-member Authority. While the Fire Authority might 

appear at first sight to be a "neutral" type of body, it has been 

the subject of many complaints of discri mination both as regards 

recruitment and as regards internal promotion. We understand 

that it was also involved in protests at the time of signature of 

the Anglo-Irish Agreement 

6. Similarly, in the case of the Ulster Folk and Transport 

Museum, Belfast City council nominates 2 members, while ALANI 

th 1·vi'ng unionists automatically 6 (40%) of nominates 4 more, us g 
Again in the case of the Ulster the 15 seats on the body. ' 

to unionists, 3 being ~seum, 6 seats (40%) out of 15 go 
't Council and 3 by ALAN!. nominated by Belfast Ci Y 

7. 
could at any time have been see how ALAN! 

It is difficult to e so the case now, when 
That is even mor . 

Called representative. . Bel fast city Council and 
. 1 ( i nc 1 udi ng 

at least 12 local counci s . thdrawn from it. The 12 
f 26 have wi 

Derry City Council) out o represent more than half 
councils whi eh 

the Population 

appears to be 

together 
have withdrawn these circumstances there 

I eland. In 
of Northern r for fundamentally 

t rong case . 
xtremelY s ntinuation of ALANI 1.n 

an e and indeed the co 
reviewing the composition 

its Present form. 
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ANO LIBRARY BOARDS AND 
---...;...__:,~i..i. 

SERVICES 

8 There are five Educati 
. on and Lib 

Belfast and four for the re . rary Boards - one for 
mainder f 

~ith the administration of b. 
0 

Northern Ireland - charged 
.. - pu li c educati 

in Northern Ireland. There a on and library services 
. . re four Health 

Boards which are given respo . b ' . and Social Services 
::::..:--- ns i i l 1 t Y f o 
health services and for soc · 

1 
r personal and public 

ia security Th 
involved in matters of major · ese Boards are 

. . . concern to people in their d . 1 
11ves; they administer large b d ai Y 

u gets and their policies and 
practices have very real local · impact. 

9. Some 40% of members of the Ed · . ucation and Library Boards and 
about 30%-35% of members of Health and Social Services Boards 

are nominated by local councils. The Table at Annex 1 gives a 

breakdown, into nationalists and unionis es, of the nominations by 

l ocal councils to the Education and Library Boards and the Health 

and Social Services Boards. 

10. These figures show clearly that the nationalist community is 

seriously under-represented in council nominations to all Boards 

except the Western Boards. In the case of Belfast - which 

.. contains the single biggest concentration of nationalists in 

Northern Ireland_~ 14 nominees by Belfast City Council to the 

Belfast Education and Library Board are unionists; this is 

clearly indefensible. overall the figure of 22% for nationalist 

nom
1
· n t' t ' n and Library Boards, in a situation 

-- a ions to the Educa 10 -
whe 1 t ' on is more than 50% nationalist, 

re the school-going popu a 1 
0 

• 

is t h f · gure of 29'6 1.n the case of 
otally unjustifiable. Te 1. 

~th and Social Services Boards is only slightly better. 

. t ' on might be improved, the 
r the situa 1 

n considering how . sly be among the issues 
concept of proporti' onali ty will obv1.ou 

I · sh side welcome the 
req · The r1 

Ulring seri· ous examination. the possible use of 
Pro to explore 

Posal by the British side ry as to the practice 
Pro to the que 

Portionality; in response 

11. 

in 
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A. 

paaid 
Unionist Nati Onalist 

aeJ.fast 35 
14 

14 0 

tt,rth EaStern 35 
14 

12 2 

south EaStern 35 
12 

11 (2 All. ) 1 

southern 35 
14 11 3 

Western 30 13 4 9 (2 SF, 1 Ind) 

~ 67 52 (78%) ~ (22%) 

B. Health and Social Services Boards 

Board Total Membership Council Nominees Unionist Nationalist 

F.astem 34 10 9 1 

ltrthern 29 10 8 2 

Southern 24 7 5 2 

Western 24 
8 3 5 ( 1 SF, 1 Ind) 

~ 12 
~ (71%) 10 (29%) 

(Ins 
Pol · orne cases . . 

tcy of non- Uru.oru.st membeJ:S have either resigned or been disqualified for their 

IAlt1i attendance in protest at the Anglo-rnsh Agreement). 

Pt-eseough included · · · t/ ti' nal · t f s ntau in the i,road categories of uruorus na o is or ease of 
'Pstatei o~, the Alliance, Sinn pain and rndepenient eouncillOZS are noted 

y in brackets). 
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since the signature oft 
he A 

I• rrangements have been . 9reement 
~ . introduced a number of 

~ecti' ons of t cornmun1 ty in N af fecti measures and 
e 0 rthe ng the 1· ~ 
s d in hand before th rn Ireland ives of both 
11,ea y . e Agreement ,.. . Some of t 

·mpetus of tlt'e Conference "as signed hese were 
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3 The Intergovernmental Conferenc 
· e was set up, under Article 2 of 

the Agreement, to deal, on a regular bas· 'th .. 
is wi pol1t1cal matters· 

security and related matters; legal matters (. 1 d' ' 1nc u 1ng the 
ad inistration of justice); and the promotion o.f cross-border 

c -operation . Its establishment (and the s~cretariat which 

a continuing basis) has since provided a valuable 

framework for the conduct of Anglo-Irish relations in so far as 

.atters relating to Northern Ireland are concerned. The Conference 

~s enabled Ministers and senior officials of both sides to maintain 

se and frequent contact, which has given them a greater awareness 

f the political and other realities against which the other side 

has to oper~t!e. It has thus reduced the risk of misunderstandings 

a ising over particular incidents and increased the likelihood of 
. . . t of cooperation and without 

Problems being resolveq 1n a spin . . . 
. t take decisions within its 

acrimony . It has enabled each side o . 
u . . • and awareness f the likely 
risdiction with greate!' knowledge b well 

'de It has a so een 
Pact and reactions on the other si · i:>n as a major attempt 

tee . . t has been se-

b 
eived internationally, where i rds a better 

y th rogress towa . . 
e two Governments to make P d very pos1t1ve 

~l . S uth an a -
ationship between the North and o roblems of Northern 

Contrib . fundamenta 1 P 
Ution to addressing the 

te1ana. 



The Conference has met 
4· ·ber 1985. In additi· frequently 
pee' on ther since its f. 
~etings within the framework ofe have been a irst meeting on 11 

~~ . the number of th 
. cussions have been held Conference o er 

dtS • The Co f where Minister1· al 
·ae range of subjects' and th n erence busines h 

~l e Conf s as covered a 
·tal role as a forum for Mi . erence has Pl d ,. 

ql nisterial aye a demonstrably 
1ernments when there are im contacts between the two 

GO Portant issues to 
be discussed. 

conference meetings prov·d 
5. • . i e the opport . t 
rogress 1.s made in enhancing d uni Y to ensure that 

p an develo . 
01ernments, more effective sec . ping, to the benefit of both 

g urity co-ape t· 
olitical developments in North ra ion and to discuss 

P ern Ireland o· 
h · · iscussions on ways of 

further en ancing cross-border s . 
. ecurity cooperation are an important 

and regular 1 tern on the agenda. Alth . 
. . . . ough 1 t may not always be 

possible to publicise in detail the r 1 1 . o e P ayed by the Conference in 
any particular matter' these discussions play a.n valuable part in 

the development of policy and practice. Thus., for example, the UK 

G vernment' s proposals leading to the introduction of further Fair 

E. ployrnent legislation in Northern Ireland r. ave been discussed at 

a~ Conference meetings. Other subjects which have benefitted from 

regu ar discussion include ways of enhancing confidence in the 

system of justice and improving relations between the community and 

the security forces. The outcome of many of these discussions is 

ref ected in the more detailed references in the tody of this 

paper. The,.issues discussed by the Conference are summarised in the 

~int Statem~nt published after each Conference meeting. 

for in Article 3 of the Agreement 
6· The Sec=etariat is provided 

1 be established by the two 
Which states that: "A sec::etariat shal t'nu~ng basis in the 
G ,.. rence on a con i. -
overnments to service t:-ie conre . oment " It is 

d' . t out in this Agre-· . 
ischarge of its functions as se f conference meetings. 

r angements or 
esponsible for making t:1e arr discussions between 
h' f preparatory . the 

15 includes the holding O two sides, recording 
. b tween the . 

Officials, agreeing the agenda e d as appropriate, ensuring 
a· · tself, an ' 
lscussions at the conference l . taken forward, 

t f ence is 
hat v1ork agreed on at the con er 

JtN 18IL/10866 



The Secretariat w > 

7. as e'st b . 
t iS headed by British a l1shea 

l . t . and Iri . at Maryfield 
p pria e senior Offi ·. Sh Joint outsid 

aP . Clals a aa secretar1· e Belfast 
11e two Governments at th . na min. es, s . 

t e first istrati upported b 

S
ecretariat has functioned meet· ve staff Y _ 

as a lng of the C • As agreed by 
oet~een the two s'ides. Its work c~ntinuing channe:nf:rence, the 
i.een kept confidential as . in this o communicat· ~ 
IJ • ls cust area has f ion 
overeign states, but the omary for exch or the most part 

s scope of its . . anges between 
Articles· of the A9re~ment. activities 

is conf i· ned by the 

8. The Secretariat has pl ayea a . 
l
·mproving each side• s n important rol understand. e' particularly in 

· 1 · t f ing of the oth a fac1 l y or each Governme t er' s position. It . n to pass is 
advise the other of some fo th . a Prompt message either to 

. . . r coming action or 
for some decision or action wh· h to explain the reason 

The Secretariat has been able, in many cases, 
ic has been taken. 

publicity. 
to resolve problems . amicably without 

9. Though neither a 'complaints bureau' nc : a body with 

perational responsibilities for security ma tt ers, the secretariat 

has served as a forum for each side to explain aspects of its 

secur· ty policy and to inform the other side of changes in the 

structure and o rg ani sat ion of its security forces, particularly in 

re_ation to border areas, and to convey to the Bri:ish authorities 

at high leve.Js the views of the Irish Government i::1 respect of the 

l·nterest-s · 1 - t mi· nori ty In particu!ar· cases the 
~ of'the nat1ona is · 

speed and effectiveness of the Secretariat as a c::annel of 
. 

1 
It also offers a helpful source of 

corrununication have been c::-uc1.a · . . h . de about developments or events 
Prompt information for t::e Bnt1.s 

51 

in th t~e outcome 
of court proceedings or the 

e Republic such as ·• 
successes of the security forces· 

·ad a lo also prov1 e 
· The Secretariat has 

. ~ risons poliCY 
lnformation on aspects a:: P . t has 

m fo r the exchange of 
foru 
. Northe'"n Ireland. In 1n -

d to identify and 
helpe 

become irritants in th· secretar1a 
is important area, the · have 

otherwise 
resolve problems that could 

An~_lo-Irish relations· E N T I A L 
C O N F I 0 
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set out below is a sumrnar~ 
Jl• t. . t f .z Of the p 
a,ea of ac i v1 . y o the Agreement. rogress 

maae Under each 
main identi ies 

of 

U· progress has been achieved in 

the following 
(i) 

( i~) 

Irish Language areas: 

Ordnance Survey of N th 
or ern Irel d ( 

and published a dual-Ian an 0SNI) has produced 
Northern Ireland; guage map and gazetteer of 

a question on the Irish language w_ill be included in 
the 1991 Census; 

Irish views on the place in the curriculum of the Irish 

language and cultural heritage were taken into account 

in reaching discussions on education reform in Northern 
Ireland; 

gui ance as · d h been issued· to Government Departments on 

'\. the use in official business of Irish personal names 

1 . f correspondence in Irish. and on the handing 0 

d ·n the 1988/89 has been introduce 1 . 
h 'I' voters end the anomaly w erecy . 

Legislation 

· to Parliamentary session 

have been unable to vote 

(The Elected Authorities 

The Flags and Emblems Act 

. . t Council elections. in D1stnc 

(NI) Bill) 

has been repealed. (NI) 1954 

been introduced in . which has 
(NI) Bill ·as for further The Fair Employment session prov1 e 

Parl iamentary the current 



.. 
measures to prevent d. 

iscrirn· 
employment, includ· ination ing: and reduce · inequality in 

a) compu lsory rnonito . 
ring of re1· 

workforce; igious composition of 

b) making failure t o do so 
a criminal offence; 

establishing a new, and st 
Commission (and an . rengthened Fair Employment 

ew Fair Ernpl . 
exceptional powers); oyment Tribunal with 

. c) 

d) economic sanctions_ withholding tenders/grants from 
those not practicing employment equality; 

e) a new Code of Practice to bed raw~ up by the new 
Commission; 

f) the inclusion of affirmative ac~ion -measures in the 
Code which will be legally enforceable when included in 

Directions of the New Commission. 

(v) The Police have been given greater powers to control 

parades and marches which are likely to give rise to 

prQ...'IJOCation. (Public Order Order, 1987); 

( Of l
. nci tement to hatred has been 

Vii) The law on prevention 

strengthened. 
(Public Order Order, 19S 7 ). 

~nd comoosition of Public Bodie~ 

3 
S
ide with briefing on the 

T . d the Irish 
· he UK side has provide . thern Ireland and 

~r ran . tments in Nor gements for public appoin . The Irish have p • vacancies. 
tovides information about forthcom1n~4c t~ l,u.----'-:r"":S--.....s;: 

- ~~~fo, I J:,L;""/1 
~ C7' JkJ--~ ,.,.,.(_..,,- f,Jl' b- T I A L 

C/1 10EN C O N F 
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The British side recognises th 
~· at creating .d 

"liC support for the Police and th w1 er and stronger 
nil),/ • e armed f . 
r nd is as essential in bring· 0 rces 1n Northern 
1rela ing Peace st b. l. 

ciliation as progress in Polit· · ' a 1 1ty and 
recon ica l, secur. t . 

. · s The Conference has th 1 Y and economic 
oo11c1e • us devoted con . . 
· f improvinq relations bet siderable attention to 
,,ys 

O 

• • ween the security forces and the unity. The Irish side have Put f 
conun orward a number of proposals in area. Measures taken include·. this 

explicit confirmation of the poli"cy 
pursued since 1984 

that, wherever possible, patrols by the Army (including the 

UDR) that are likely to come into contact with the public 
should be accompanied by a member of ~he RUC; 

improvements in the procedure for handling complaints 

against the police, including the establishment of an 

Independent Commission for Police Complaints (Police Order 
1987); 

the RUC has made considerable efforts to increase the level 
of recruit~ent from the minority community; 

'. 

The.RUC Chief Constable has introduced a new Code of 

Conduct for all RUC officers (Placed in House of Commons 

Library on 15 March 198B); 

Ireland and the Chief ·t for Northern 
The Police Authori Y ·tt n to District 

have jointly wr1 e. Constable of the RUC f 
"d ly representative scheme o 

Councils proposing a wi e ·ttees based on police 
. . on comrn1 police/community liais 

sub-divisions; 

E N T I A L 
C O N F I D 
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The forthcoming Police and Cri . . 
will introduce a statut m1na1 Evidence (NI) Order 

. ory requ· 
1iaise with the local co . irement for the police to 

nunun1ty; 

The Arrny ' has introduced ne 
. w Procedures t 

wherever possible, allegat· 0 ensure that, 
ions of misbeh · 

members of the armed for . aviour against 
ces will be resolved with a 

response to the complainant 'th' · wi in 3 weeks; 

An NIO and Security Forces grou h P as been established to 
monitor and assess trends and patt erns of allegations about 
misbehaviour of members of the s ·t ecur1 y forces and the 
speed and effectiveness with which they are resolved, and 

to feed conclusions back to RUC and Army operational 
command structures for action. 

:1. In June 1988 the Secretary of State announced a special review 
ia t he remaining special category life sentence prisoners, and 

s: rtly afterwards a speci a 1 review of the remaining Sec::-etary of 

l'ate' s pleasure prisoners who had served more than 8 years. 

:e:ai s of the results of the first stage of the SOSP review were 

:ade pub ic shortly before Christmas, and the results of the special 

ea egory review should be available fairly early this year. 

~ at te:s.s, includina the Administration of Justice 

'.o A n b have been made in the syste:n of justice . · um er of improvements 
:,North are 1·ntended to be of benefit to all in 
, ern Ireland. These 
~ ~ fully consistent with the objective of 
. mmunity, and are also 
:~Prov· the m1.· nori ty community in that system. 
,, ing the confidence of 
<aese • 

include: 

S 
exercisable only on the basis of 

making all arrest power . . ( PA) 1987 
ncY Provisions Act E 

reasonable suspicion Emerge 



reducing the maximum Period 
that a 

without further_ Ministerial suspect can be held 
autho ·t 7) r1 Y from 72 to (EPA 198 48 hours 

establishing statutory right of 
access to a solicitor within 48 hours of arrest (EPA 

1987
) 

Providing that suspects are enti·tl d . 
e to inform a friend or 

, relative of their arrest and whereabouts (EPA 1987) 

instituting annual independent reviews of the Emergency 

provisions Act, and establishing a fixed term of 5 years on 
that Act. (EPA 19 8 7) 

statutory changes to the admissibility of confession 

evidence, to make clear that confessiQns obtained by the 

use or threat of violence are not aqmissible and that 

confessions can be excluded in the interests of justice 

(EPA 1987) 

new powers for scheduled offences to be heard outside 

Belfast. 

of statistics on the operation of the regular publication 

EPA_. 

have been taken in recent years to a numbe r of measures f 
- d and trial, which or 

between first reman 
reduce the delay rly half. 

since 1985 by nea m9st cases has been cut 

er 1986, a number of offences 
Under the EPA Amendment Ord 1 is capable 

. the Attorney Genera 
were added to t~ose which d ode of trial. 

f t he schedule m 
of certifying out o 
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an9 in the near futur~ 

the Police and Criminal 
Evidence (NI) 

the same safeguards for Order will provide 
,: Persons deta. 

questioning under the Ord· ined for police 
inary criminal 1 

in England and Wales in th . aw as are provided 
e Po lice a d c . Act 1984. n nminal Evidence 

, a non-statutory Guide t th 
0 

e Exercise of Emergency Powers 
will be published and made widely available. 

17. There has been continuous and constructive discussion of 

extradition and related matters, within the framework of the 

conference in the light of the shared concern of the two governments 

to ensure that fugitive offenders are brought to justice. A 

significant development has been the narrowing -down by the Irish 

overnment of the political offence exception by means of 

to enable them to ratify the Eur opean Convention on the 
of Terrorism. 

ross Border Security Co-operation 

8. Although the Conference has no op~rational responsibilities, it 

~s provided the fr~mework through whlch cross-border security 

d tended Many of the details co~operatiorr.' has been developed an ex · 
h s been made in each of the 1 

st remain confidential but progress a -· 
. . 1 ding joint threat areas identified in the Agreement inc u . 
. rion liaison structures, 
cssessments, the exchange of informa- ' . . A well 
tech. . . and operational planning. s 

n1ca1 co-operation, training . d' ussion of security 
as th M. . s ten al is c 

e Provision for regular ini ·es of regular meetings 
~att is now a sen 
, ers at the Conference, there and operational levels 
~~ headquarters 

een the two police forces at f the RUC and the 
nder f constable o 

the direction of the Chie tings are concerned 
Olll!n· These mee 
. lssioner of the Ga rda Siochana. . d communications 

'rl t h technical an . 
a v;ide range of operational, to day co-operation 

~a~ters ana imp rove the day 
are designed to 
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the two forces. Arno 
tlieen . ng the Pro 

~ police o:ficers. is one for clasecedures agreed by the two 
i t terrorist devices locat d Co-operat · . 
~·S?ec e near th ion in dealing with 
)

1 

en used on a number of e border Th · 
5 be occasions · is procedure 

,3 e· t to the bomb disposal expert and has Proved of great 
~eJ,l s on both 

;;. tion of both police forces t Sides. It is the firm .,ten . o achieve f 
, eration using the new struct urther improvements in ~~P ures wh· h 
, the auspices of the Conference. ic have been established .. ,der 
-... ' 

Co-o eration on Economic 
Social and Cultural Matters 

·o The most significant achievement . 
. ,. in the field of economic and 
~ cial co-operation under Article 10 has been the 
. establishment of ~e International Fund for Ireland2 Thi· 

5 
ha 

1 
d . 

~ · s area y received 
~=n ributions of more than $120 million from the United States, 

:.a ada and New Zealand. The Fund is also due to receive 

:~ r ' butions of 15 million ECU a year (about; £10 minion) from the 

::: pean Community starting in 1989. The Fund has made a good 

::art, with a carefully structured approach to the allocation of the 

• ney entrusted to it. By 30 September 1988 the Fund ha<?, approved 

:s·:stance in excess of UK£26,SOO,OOO to over 850 projects, which 

:~·s out the prospect of some 4,500 new permanent jobs, the 

;:eservat.:on of 1,500 more and provide 4, OOO temporary jobs in 

··"s ~· The k of the Fund has involved close, practical ··•· r c\,,1on. war 
· 1 els As it moves into the .: ss borde~•co-operation at many ev · 
.. F d is devoting a greater 
:tc nd phase of its existence, the un d b th in 
: . reas of greatest nee, o 
.r .ortion of its resources to the a es disbursed by 
•, i. • • 75~ of the resourc 
""r .ern Ireland (which receives O R blic The Fund 
.. nties of the epu . 
... e F nd}, and in the six border cou . . s in Northern Ireland 
~ nt corporac1on . a so established two investme =~ 
··· he Republic respectively. 

<. 'lgreement 
• e Go 

between the 

blic of Ireland and f the Repu 
Government o ·tain and Northern 

f Great Bri 
: ~ernmen t of the 
eland 

concerning the 

United Kingdom 
· nal Internatio 

N F I D E 
C 0 

0 d • 
d for Irelan. 

Fun 

N T I A L 



.. 
also been discussion, under the auspices of the 

e has 

q t wa~ f~er f further cross-border cooperation on tourism, roads, 
,ment , 

0 

'"-r quality, and health, as '<ell as consideration of 
~a

11

spord' economic Problems in the North-West. t• l an ·a i' l 

::3R ARY 1989 
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" 

the Par 
rticle 2(b) goes oam t r of th Int 

in 1r 'elation to.. n to clarif rgov rn mnt 
Y th rol of th two .. 

dThe United Kingdom Gove nment ac 
\<Jill put forward views and cept that the Iri h Gov ,.nm nt 

.. 1 ~ proposals .. 
Northern I re and within th on matter relating to 

. e field of 
conference ..•.• in the int activity of the 

erest of promoting 
determined efforts will be made peace and tability 
resolve any differences. through the Conference to ' 

. The Co~ference will 
concerned with Northern Ireland be mainly 

. ·····.There 1· s d 
the· sovereignty of with G no erogation from 

······ overnment d · b · 1 · ' an each retains 
responsi 1. 1.ty for the decisio . . . ns and administration of 
government w1. thin 1 ts own jurisdiction" 

2. The British Government, as it made clear on many occasions, 

greatly values the forum of the Conference, and the furtherance of 

the relationship between the two administrations which has been 

developed by the creation and working of the institution and its 

associated groups. Moreover it has been demonstrably valuable for 

both sides that the Irish Government has regularly - under Article 

2(b) - put forward views and proposals on matters relating to 

orthern .he land. The British side remains determined to seek to 

resolve differences as envisaged in the Article· 

3. Although the Article makes no specific reference to the point, 

d 
. 11 where general issues of policy are 

the British side does an w1 , . . t _ do what it can to discuss 
involved - such as fair emp laymen . 

d importance of prior 
issue f The value an . s ully in advance· ble discussion on poss1 
not1· f · racticable - . ication and - where P cognised, espec1allY 
d I eland are re 
evelopments within Northern r . · de in putting forward 

ijh f the rrish 
51 

ere this facilitates the role O ver that by their very 
v· d be noted howe h 
lews and proposals. It shoul . . . ssues for example in t e 

n sensitive 1 h"ch 
ature, problems which arise on . are often those on w i 

s ·a attentxon, 
ecurity field requiring rap1 f information is most 

eax:1· revision o 
ier discussion or the P 

N F I p J:j N :t I A.L 
~9--
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... in rel~tion to issues Wh 
· .,.1· ty requirements a ere Parli 

' 
S 

aO· r: relevant. amentary 
""" Privilege or: 

Jt is also noted that wh 
' 4· ere they 

·n the ambit of the Confe are conce 
jtlll th . . rence, it rned over an issue 

to expr eir views i is always 
side • n advance of . open to the Irish 

·tish side. . discussion with 
stl jl' the 

irticle 2 provides that both 
~. · · · th · · Government 
ft decisions wi in their jurisdict. s retain responsibility 

thern Ireland, it is for the B . ~ons. At the end of the day i· n s t . ·· r1 tish G , 
isions. It need hardly be add overnment to take the 

~c ed that una 
·e~s and proposals are to be put f er the Agreement the 

fl orward on N th 
tters within the field of acti . t or ern Ireland 

--a Vl y Of the C 
rovide for Irish initiatives in m tt ~nference - it does not 

. . . . a ers outside the Conference's ambit, eg events in Br1 ta1n without · 
1

. . 
imp ications for Northern 

reland, or aspects of broadcasting. 

6. The Article also provides that some of the matters under 

sideration will involve action in both parts of the island of 

. e and. In keeping with their approach, the British side looks to 

· e Irish side for a similar concern to inform and enter into 

"scussion providing an opportunity to put forward views, and if 

a __ ropriate proposals, on matters within the Irish jurisdiction 

Northern Ireland . 

. In the context ·of this Article, (though the point also occurs 

L er Arti~:!e 7 and 8 ), the British side note that statements by the 
. th elves not on l y on the 

··-S Government have an impact ems 
. . Northern Ire l and , but also more community in 

Pe ace and stability there. 
the promot io n of 

f the Conference in general 
.' Article 2 prescribes the role o h Government retains 

er s, though it does specif~ that ea:dministration of govern~e~t 

\,~spo.nsibi li ty for the dee is ions and b ckground ' the Bn t1sh 
• . ainst that a . . 

nits own jurisdiction. Ag t sensit1v1ty and 
v . of grea 
ernment be11· eves that at a time . uld have been 

1and it wo h 
teatenea disorder in Northern rre land but also to t e 

o nt Northern Ire 
er-productive not onlY in 

t AJ, 



re a ionship, to have over emPhas· d th 

. . lse e ro1e of the ·: · rence. It remains i mportant to Put the role of the Conference 
.~e curate light, art"a not to overstate it. But the British an ac · al th a 

;, nt recognises so e anger Of understating its ro1e, and -rnme t th · · 
• •· · t impo r t a n at People >n Northern Ireland and beyond 

. ves 1 

,.1e ade f ully a" are of the contribution Which the work of the 

d be m . 

~ i s making . .. erence c~nt 

4999/DR 
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! D 

FOR REVIEW aocTn.,.. E ~ T ! 
...... u:;NT ~ t 

::. 

re.,1· ewed t'he ~ v operation f 
" 

0 the 
1' the foll_owing b · Conference 
<11, ded bY . o j ecti ves ·. and the s r ' ecretariat, 

.. 

to develop the conu-non id entity of 
Purpose of the 

two Governments; 

to arrange Conference meetings as 
effectively as possible; 

to use the Secretariat to best value within the terms of 

reference in the Agreement . 

.. we have examined the frequency and struc:-ure - of Conference 

:.eetings . The Conference met twice in December 19 85, nine times in 

986, four times in 1987 and ten times in 1988. The structure of 

recent meetings has been: long Ministerial tete-a-tete; Restricted 

Jee rity Meeting; plenary; (usually) informal discussion continued 

iver lunch .• Draft Joint Statements have usually been exchanged, 

i•arting on the eve of the conference; negotiation on the text has 

sually continued throughout the Conference· 
We recommend that: 

'd aim to hold nine or 
both Governments should as a general gui e 

for due deliberation of 
more Conferences per year to allow . e recommend as a 
. f ·1itate planning w 
important subjects; to aci d the secretariat shoul 
work' h conference 

ing rule that at eac 
t
he next meeting; 

agr h ad for 
ee a date five weeks a e 



C O N F I D E N T I A L 

, 

at each Conference the J · 
oint Chairmen should review forthcoming 

events, such as Parliamentary bus· iness; 

more detaile~ agenda should b e prepared and the Joint Chairmen 

should aim to give adequate t· ime to each item and section of the 

conference; 

members of the Secretariat should normally be present to take a 

note of all discussions, except any that are considered 

exceptionally sensitive. If points of agreement or requiring 

action are reached in private discussion, Ministers should 

briefly report to the Joint Secretaries; 

a timetable for the Conference should be agreed in advance 

through the Secretariat, so that those not involved in the 

tete-a-tete or Restricted Security meetings will know when their 

presence is required; 

on the a~sumption that Ministers consider that a Joint Statement 

will be needed for Press and Parliamentary reasons, discussion 

of the communique at the Conference should, so far as possible, 

be prepared by consideration of draft paragraphs in advance. We 

recommend that after discussion of each item on the Agenda, 

Ministers should consider how it should be treated in the Joint 

Statement; and that time should be allowed at the end of the 

Plenary (possibly over lunch) for the Secretariat to agree a 

final text clearing with Ministers as necessary. 

C O N F I D E N T I A L 



h V 
j. 

, note th t 

Straints con 

C O N F I D E N T I A L 

xamined the role ad d 
n structure of the Secretariat an 

security considerations have imposed inevitable 
on the freedom of mo t a ·--

vemen of Secretariat staff an on, ·c knowledge of its publl WOrk. 
We hope that in the long term this . tuation wi 11 ease. Sl 

we have noted that formal and less formal working groups of the 4, 

have been established, We recommend a flexible approach, 
conference 

ld 
be ready to establish new groups, more temporary or more 

and shou 

as required [in line for example with paragraphs [ permanent 

below]· 
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it i 
4• r,ubliC 
}~ /:' i 

f1ecia11Y n 
eSr 

or 

no 
Which 

"coo of du1ogu • 
i.in North rn Ir l n 

~it1• 
cnieve d volution m 

tO a 
'onists and n tion li 

r on 
o bo h 
Y b con 
t O th utlJ. 

to1<1ards the Agre m nt and in ivi 

conference hav recogni d th n for ,. 
1 

th 

,, essential element in achi ring P liti a1• o c 1 pro r n 
violence,. (~oint Statement on 13 S ptember 1988). Th Bri:i ... : 
Government is currently making further ff t 

. . . . or to bring bout 
~1it1cal dialogue within Northern Ireland and hope that it will 

have the understanding and support of the Iri h id for it ffor 
and for any P regress that may now be pos ible. 

s. Both the British and Irish sides have st:Qssed the fact that 

talks between Northern Ireland's political parties need not take 

place 'within the framework of the Agreement', but could be held 'in 

parallel' with the operation of the Agreement. Both Governments 

aso remain committed , however , as the Preamble to the Agreement 

states, to the obje~tive of a society in Northern Ireland "with the 

opportunity ,for both communities to participate fully in the 

structures a~d processes of government". The Bri t:sh side believes 

that commitment needs also to be reflected appropriately in any 

Public statements about political progress in Northern Ireland, 

along with the assurances that the Agreement offers on the 
Const· t . . . d th need to accommodate both traditions 

l utional position an e 
lilith. in Northern Ireland. 

CONFIDENTIAL 



~'l'ICLE 11 REVIEW: BRITISH PAPER 
ON ARTICLE 5 

under the heading of"' "P . . 
1· Ol1t1ca1 
!:!le conference to concern itself Wi t:a:ters •, Article 5 provides for 

cognition and accommodatio he vital issues of the 
,e . . n of both t 

eland, an with important f raditions in Northern 
!! . acets of th 

vernment fer the minority c . e relationship with 
Go ~ ommun1ty i 

ogress is ess.ential to the f n particular. Continuing., 
pr . . urther development of peace, reconcillation and stability. 

2, A good deal of progress has been and i·s b. 
e1ng achieved in the following areas: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

the development of new measures 
to improve community 

relations, including increasing 
res~ect for the different 

cultural traditions in Northern Ireland, 

additional measures designed to respond, where possible 

and sensible, to requests to u~e the Irish language and to 
remove unnecessary barriers to its use without moving 

towards a bilingual society (inciuding the publication of 

an Irish language map and gazetteer of place-names; the 

commissioning of research into Irish place-names; advice 

to Departments on handling correspondence in Irish; 

additional funding for the Arts Council's activities which 

are relevant to the Irish language; the decision to 

include ·a question on the Irish language in the 1991 

Gensus,· and defining the special place of the Irish ' . 
School curriculum), language in the new 

leg islation to widen the local the introduction of 
h Ireland Assembly franchises to 

government and Nort ern 

include "I" voters, 

and Emblems Act (NI) 1954, 
the repeal of the Flags 

t legislation, providing ·r employmen 
the introduction of fai a· crimination and reduce 

revent is 
further measures to P 

. 1oyment, inequality in emp 



determined initiatives 
to Promote the development of disadvantaged .areas of 
Belfast (on which there have been many exchanges between t 

he two sides) 

Moreover,. under Article 5 (c) th . . 
· ' e Irish side has been consulted 

the development of new policy ;n. 
• important areas such as 

ucation reforms and tackling areas of urban disadvantage. 

Th~ British ~ide fully agree on th · t f · t e impor ance o continuing o 
iscuss with the Irish side major social and economic developments, 
hich significantly or especially affect the minority community, 

hile noting that there may be limits on the extent to which they 

an be involved in the decision-making process. The British side 

ould welcome further discussion about the add1tional measures which 

ight be taken to develop greater tolerance and mutual understanding 

nd respect between the different parts of the Northern Ireland 

to encourage greater cross-community contact and 
a-operation. They note that the objective of peace and stability 

s likely to require acknowledgrnent of Unionist concerns and values 

swell as those of Nationalists. This applies not just in Northern 

reland, but in the island of Ireland as a whole. They note too 

hat the Article provides for discussion about the application by 

he Irish Government of some of the measures already taken in or 

reposed for Northern Ireland under this Article. Bot~ sides see 

dvantage in continuing discussion on the place of the Irish 

anguage in Northern Ireland within the context of how best to 

ancr-.accommodate different cultural traditions. 

The British side are determined to continue to provide proper 
· · t -nd to strengthen existina safeguar:is rotection for human r1c!1 s, a -

h - 6 'tish side continue to see significant erever necessary. The r1 . . 
ifficulties about the introduction of a Bill of Rights, especially 

or Northern Ireland alone. 

on the various issues can be Further in depth discussions 

through the Secretariat. 

E N T I A L C O N F I D 



1, 

2, 

3. 

0 

hav 

h 

h 

Ol1c 

/'fr• .:l. 'iµJi/!le. 

Article. There has 
on between the two sides over the 

uccessor bodies to the Fair Employment 

Complaints Board in particular. 

Th 

by 

bo, 

he two 
however been important differences of approach 

in relation to the composition of public 

The UK side fully accepts the need to ensure that public 
in Northern Ireland can command the respect of the 

whole conununity. In making public appointments, Ministers 

concerned to appoint people who are able to contribute 

o the work of a particular body and about the need for its 

member 

nee 

to have the range of experience and skills 

ry to carry out that body's functions effectively. 

Ministers seek also to secure a fair and equitable balance 

gards sex, age, geography and the two sides of the 

conununity. The UK side believes that, broadly speaking, 

hi 

Weiqh 

bo 

i 

ha 

being achieved. 

been given to 

It believes also that proper 

the suggestions for public 

nt mad 
by the Irish side - 21 of the 48 people 

now hold a total of 33 appointments on 27 public 

The UK side believes that it would be much better 



C o N F I D E N T I A L 

in putting if, forward names, the Irish side sought to 
increase the pool of 

people from the minority comrnuni ty 
available for pub11· c appointments - indicating their main ·· 
areas of interest - and only to 

target individuals for a 
specific vacancy in a few exceptional agreed in cases 
advance with the UK side. 

It rejects the suggestion that 
individuals should be selected ( or rejected) for public 

appointments because of their political views. 

4. The Irish side expressed disappointment about action under 

Article 6. They believe that nationalists continue to be 

seriously under-represented on major public bodies and in 

the chairmanship of these bodies. They feel that too many 

of the members of the minority serving on public bodies are 

"safe" Catholics who do not command the respect of the 

nationalists. Nominations by district councils and 

professional and institutional bodies are felt to favour 

unionists. The Irish side believe that the UK side has 

failetl to give sufficient weight to Irish suggestions for 

major public appointments and that some of the reasons 

given by the UK side for rejecting Ir i sh suggestions - such 

as lack of 

profile 

·ence or too high a political adequate experi 

are unreasonable, inconsistent with some other 

t the spirit of Article 6. 
appointments, and agains 

C O N F I D E N T I A L 



5. It i gr h t h hou1 b ur h r discussion through tll s ere i t n th nc in order to achieve clear r, common und t nd'ng about the objectives underlying Articl 6. This discussion should 
focus on:-

1. the importance of public bodies in Northern Ireland 

being able to c 
onunand respect from both sides of the 

community; 

2. increasing the number of members of the minority 

available for public appointments; and 

3. exploring the practicality of introducing 

arrangements whereby appointments to public bodies 

by district councils are shared more equitably 

amongst representatives of 

political parties. 

F I D E N T I A L 
Co N 

the constitutional 



icL!S 7 (a) (ii), 7 (c) and ,,_i . 8: 

(j parts of Articles 7 and 
i 8 Provide · .e range of issues Which h for the Co 
·11 .,. as - . nf erence' s interest 
l •. ,fl bY the g eric title of " since January l 
~o~ confiden . 988 - come to be 

e parts of the .Agreement ce issues.. I 
tbes ,.,. recognise th . · n essence, 

,n.rnents attach to promot. e importance both 
gof/e • ing and susta. . 

ctions of the civ~lian commun·t . in1ng the confidence of all 
se . • . i Y in North 

stern of Justice in all its for ern Ireland in the whole 
sY ms - Policin 

ed forces, arr~st&, prosecut. 9 by the Rue and the 
arrn ions, the co 

·sons. Special mention is m d . urts, penalties and 
prl . a e in Article 7 
. prove relations between the se . (c) of the need to 
l • curity forces and the nationalist colllillun1 ty • 

2. The British side is strongly committed to 
making effective 

orogress on these confidence issues in reco ·t· 
. gni 10n of the undeniable 
fact that creating wider and stronger public support in Northern 

reland for the police, the armed forces and the whole system of 

· stice is as essential as progress in political, security and 

Konomic policies in bringing peace, stability and reconciliation. 

3. In the immediate aftermath of the signing of the Ag~eement the 

ssues in Article 7 were dealt with separately from the issues in 

Article 8 which were remitted to two official working groups: 

Wo rking Group r which reviewed the administration of justice in 

:orthern Ir~and, and working Group ~I ~hi~h reviewed the ways in 

ii' ich fugitive offenders in both junsd1ct1ons could more 
· · · t~ ce The latter work which arises erfectively be brought to JUS - • 

8 is the subject of a separate 
f:om the last sentence of Article 

. h f rther in this one. rev iew paper and is not dealt wit u 

d t he corrununity were c·,rity forces an 4
• Relations between the se ... . 

1 
chinery through the 

n specia ma 
ot initially dealt with by any . gs in the Secretariat 

S ·1ateral meet1n .. 
ec retariat but by means of bi B . tish officials 

b relevant ri 
et~een the Irish side and the 

~Dis 
.. !L/11328 

·- -
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. nallY responsible for · th 
8t1.0 e Particui 

09et t appear to the British Sid ar subject at issue. This 
.~ !JO • • • .; e to be Wh 11 . 

oJ.l' 987 a senior British of fici l o Y satisfactory and in 
e l a was task d ~ h project to identify thos e to carry out a 

, I earc e aspects f t 
reS in Northern Ireland that O he whole system of 

l ;e caused most 
;~s ·ty in gderal and within th concern within the 

unl e nation 1 · 
corrJII a 1 st cornmuni ty in ·cuiar. 
partl ,r 

The results of this research indicat d t . . 
,. ·· - e hat policing ( ie day to relations between the RUC, the armed f 
daY O rces and the community) the matter of greatest concern tom t 
~as . .. - os People in Northern 

iand particularly (but not exclusively) . . . 
rre in nationalist working 
lass areas. The research also indicated that b th 

c , Y e end of 1987, 
the courts in Northern Ireland were not a matter of great concern to 

the majority of the nationalist conununity there. This was a 

reflection of the change in circumstances since 1985 whereby most of 

the verdicts of the courts of first instance in the series of trials 

in 1984 and 1985 based 6n the uncorroborated evidence of former 

·errorist accomplices were overturned on appeal in 1986. While the 

p sition in law remains that a court may convict on the 

·ncorroborated evidence of an accomplice, there has not in fact been 
s eh a case since 1985. 

On the courts, the position of the two Governments has not 

~~ed. Notwithstanding the reduction in nationalist sensitivities 

issue, the Irish Government still holds the view that there 

f 'd · ce 1·n the soundness of verdicts in non-jury more con 1 en 
::rrorist tri~·ls if the court were to consist of three judges. The 
'· tly persuaded that the merits of the ~r tish Government is not presen 
:~rea · h the advantages of the present Diplock · ---Judge courts outweig 
. . le criticism during the period of ~Ystem . Nor is it aware of a sing 
"h that the Diplock system has produced •,e 0Peration of the Agreement 
am· 

lscarriage of justice. 
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, 111e broad detail of t"'- . 
.. ~ Brit. 

1• tile nature of the P b 1 Sh Side, s 
• tO • • ro lem Of analy · 
' ,ft of Justice - as def. conf. d sis and conclusions 

.... w ined in l ence a 
515 .,e zrish side and there T.Y Paragraph 1 cross the whole 

t~· nas a above 
to h two s · d SUbst - was conveyed 

t
~eerl t e . J. es on the nat antial d 

~ Ure and scale egree of agreement 
/ of the Problem. 

p.s a result both sides 
8 • agreed in ear1 
· ussions on the British r Y 1988 that th 

AjSC eport Provided th e 
:stablish a more systematic approach t e opportunity to 
" ,1aence in the system of . . 0 addressing the . 
coni. • . Justice. It issue of 

ior off1c1.als would meet re l was agreed that a group of 
- gu arly to revi~ th 
-as being made by the British Sid . w e progress that 

. e in formulat· 
, asures designed to promote th . ing and implementing 
~ e confidence 
,e eral but of the nationalist c . of the community in 
;' ommunity in particular in the whole 
system of justice in Northern Ireland. 

This new impetus to work 
:, on confidence issues 
: 'sters at a meeting of the was endorsed by 

Conference in Ma;ch 1988 and since 
,:en Ministerial discussion of confidence · 

issues has taken place at 
· mber of Conference meetings. 

~e Present and the Future 

· Bearing in mind the lesson that the relative importance of 

:.:i'11'dual issues of concern to the corrununity affecting confidence 

~ the system"":.9f justice can change over time, the British side 

:::,gnises the need to continue to keep under regular review those 

: f'dence issues set out in Article 7 (a) (ii), 7 (c) and 

=: :c1e s. Other issues nc .: set out there may also arise from t:.::1e 

: ime. 

-. l'iowever, the Sri tish h - e put in hand machinery and a s::de a.v 
to address as a high priority those }tamrne of work on 

llJects of greatest 

measures 

current concern 
to the community and which have 

rsisted over a ·oa of time. 
considerab l e peri 
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,.ts O r l tions b twe n th 
"' e securit 

($P1·•din : clos monitoriqg Of Y forces and the community 
"' . the natur 

1~ 1 1nts by th public about i e' extent and handling of 
~ mproper b t 

O rn1' rs o the security for . . u non-criminal behaviour 
f~ ces, lncre 

. 5 nt tiv organisation to hel asea use of the Civilian 
~r· the public and the secu i P resolve sensitive situations 
• t\'/een r ty forces. f . 
D pment of the policy of Rue , urther effective 

11elO • accompaniment 
d otion of closer formal ana infer . of Army patrols; 
9ro~unities and the police at local mal liaison bet"l<een local 
col!IITI h 1 1 . level; further briefing of Army ·ts on t e oca community in North 
~1 ern Ireland and on the crucial tance of the, establishment ana . 
~~r maintenance of good relations· 

Public issue of a non-sta tutory gu · d t . ' 
~e 1 e o practice for the 
security forces applying the terrorism provisions; and additional 

safeguards for members of the PUblic being questioned by the police 

fr non-terrorist offences. The British side looks forward to early 
significant progress in these areas . 

. With the aim of maintaining the momentum in the developing 
9rogranune of work the steering group of senio: officials from both 
sides will continue to meet regularly to review progress in 

a hancing the confidence of the comrnuni ty ( and in particular the 

ationalist side of the community) in the system of justice, and 
ri report regularly to the Conference. 

~ 
• R'l'HERN IRELAND OFFICE 

FEBRUARY 19 8 9 
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SCOPE FOR HARMONISATION OF 
, TliE: LAW AP 

PLYING IN THE NORTH AND SOUTH 
E..,aper b 

Y the Br·t· 1
- 1 §h §id~ 

Articl ·. 8 provides that the 

Consider whethe; there are Conference shall . 
. . n areas f ' 1n particular.! 

t~O jurisdictions in the 
1
. l O the Criminal law 
sand of Ir l applying in the 

be harmonised. The same ro l e and which might with benefit 
- e features i 

agreed in 1986 for Working G n the terms of reference 
roup II St 

harmonisation ~-n that context h . udy of the scope for 
as been 1 · . t d 

agreed as a start to identif . imi e , although both sides 
Y areas in wh· h h 

useful. The Article 11 Rev. ic armonisation would be 
iew Provide 

identify subjects where s an opportunity to try to 
further work might bear fruit. 

2. Experience of proceeding aga · t f . . 
ins ug1t1ve offenders has pointed 

to a number of areas in the criminal l f th . . . . 
aw o e two Jurisdictions 

where discrepancies which have arisen over th 
1 e years cause rea 

difficulties. Examples are offences against the person and theft. 

3. Other areas for potential study incluc. e action against 

terrorist finance, where the Irish have legislation and which we 

have now covered in the PTA 1988, and the development of Mutual 

Legal Assistance Arrangements, for example in dealing with drug 

trafficking and fraud. And, more generally, in these areas there 

may be scope for harmonisation of the underlying legislation. 

4 .. In th~ context of court proceedings, increased provision is 

being made in the United Kingdom for the giving of evidence by live 
closed Its use in the international context so circuit television. 
f 1·n the island of Ireland are concerned 
ar as the two jurisdictions 

cou1a be considered further· 

h the existing working Group II 5. t. on whet er 
It is for considera 1 stituted would best take this 

or h d1· f ferentlY con ~ ether a committee 
YlOtk forward. 



scoPE FOR HARMONISATION OF 

.. 1'llE: Ll\w APPLYING IN THE 
NORTH AND SOUTH 

Articl 8 provides that the 

ns ider whethe~ there ar Conference h 
co . . . 1/ • e areas of t s all, in particular_! 

,.,0 jur1sd1ct1ons in the isl he criminal law 
t~ . and of Ir applying in the 
e harmonised. The same rol eland which might with benefit 

b • . e features . 
greed in 1986 for Working G in the terms of reference a roup II 

11armonisation ~n t:;hat context h . Study of the scope for 
as been 1 · · 

greed as a start to identify imited, although both sides a areas i 
useful. The Article 11 Review P . n which harmonisation would be 

'f subJ"ects where rovides an opportunity to try to 
ident1 Y further work mi· ght 

bear fruit. 

2• Experience of proceeding agai t f . . 
ns ugitive offenders has pointed to a number of areas in the er· · 

im1nal law of the two jurisdictions 
where discrepancies which have arisen over the years cause real 

difficulties· Examples are offences against the person and theft. 

3. Other areas for potential study incluc.e action against 

terrorist finance, where the Irish have legislation and which we 

have now covered in the PTA 1988, and the development of Mutual 

Legal Assistance Arrangements, for example in dealing with drug 

trafficking and fraud. And, more generally, in these areas there 

may be scope for harmonisation of the underlying legislation. 

4. In th~ context of court proceedings, increased provision is 

b · . . • K' dom for the giving of evidence by live eing made 1n the Uni tea 1ng 

closed circuit television. 

far as the two jurisdic:::.ons 

could be considered fur:::ier · 

Its use in the inter~ational context so 

in the island of Ireland are concerned 

the existing Working Group II 5. · whether 
It is for considerac1on tituted would best take this 

or t.7hethe . ttet::. d; f ferentlY cons r a cornm1 - -
~Otk forward. 



scoPE FOR HARMONISATION OF 
,;, THE LAW APPLYING IN THE NORTH AND SOUTH 

Paper by t:h 
e British Side 

Articl 8 provides that th 
- e Conference h 11 onsider whethe; there are s a , in particular, 

c . .. areas of the . . 
tWO jurisdictions in the isl d criminal law applying in the 

. an of Ireland which mi·ght ·th b 
be harmonised. The same role f wi enefit 

· eatures in the terms of reference 
agreed in 1986 for Working Grou 

. · · P II. Study of the scope for 
harmonisation in that context h b 

.. · as een limited, although both sides 
agreed as a start to identify areas i·n 

which harmonisation would be 
useful. The Article 11 Revi 

ew provides an opportunity to try to 
identify subjects where further work might bear fruit. 

2 Experience of proceeding agai·nst · fugitive offenders has pointed 
to a number of areas in the criminal law of the two jurisdictions 
where discrepancies which have arisen over the years cause real 

difficulties. Examples are offences against the person and theft. 

3. Other areas for potential study include action against 

terrorist finance, where the Irish have legislation and which we 

have now covered in the PTA 1988, and the development ef Mutual 

~egal Assistance Arrangements, for example in dealing with drug 

trafficking and fraud. And, more generally, in these areas there 

may be scope for harmonisation of the underlying legislation . 

. 
4. In th~ context of court proceedings, increased provision is 

~ing made in the United Kingdom for the giving of evidence by live 

closed circuit television. Its use in the international context so 

far as the two jurisdictions in the island of Ireland are concerned 

could be considered further· 

5. It . f ·a ration whether the existing Working Group II 
is or consi e take this tlY constituted would best 

or Whether a committee differen 

\.lark forward. 

I D E N T I A L 
C O N F 



11 REVIEW: ARTI_.ctE 
8 

- EXTRADITION AND EXTRATERRITORIALITY 

Note hv th 
- e British SiO& 

Article 8 recognises the im 
• # ' • Portance for both Governments of ring that effective arrange 
nsu . ments are in place for dealing with 

·tive offender~, in providi th 
ug1 ng at the Conference shall also be 
0ncerned with policy aspects of extradition and extraterritorial 
·urisdiction as between North and South. This need can only be met 

ffective extradition arra .. 
y e ngements between the two jurisdictions, 
upplemented as appropriate by use of extraterritorial legislation. 

It is noted that policy aspects of extradition have been discussed 
at over half of all Intergovernment Conference meetings. 

2. Since 1985, the Irish Government has, after amending the basic 
legislation, ratified the European Convention on the Suppression of 

Terrorism. Close working contact between the two Governments has 

been established over a wide range of issues affecting the bringing 

to justice of fugitive offenders. Each side understands the issues 

which are raised for the other by this subject to a greater degree 
than previously. 

3. Nonetheless, as it has made clear on a number of occasions, the 

British side is of the view that the present position is not 

satisfactory. The British side believes that mutual trust between 
·• t d between our people, is crucially dependent the two Gove rnmen s , an 

t for dealing with fugitive on a perception that arrangemen s 
. d er a run of cases, work offenders, over a period an ov 

. ordingly we attach the utmost satisfactorily in practice. Ace ' . .,. 
. . . maintaining effective ar_angements 
mportance to establishing and t d offenders can be 
b . to ensure that suspec e . 
etween our jurisdictions . th view of the British 

b At present, in e 
rought before the courts· f · 

1 
that test. 

. the arrangements ai Side, in terrorist cases 

. t the failure to ensure the 4 ognise tha 
· Moreover, both sides rec . . ccused of terrorist crime is 

s f fugitives a 
mooth and just treatment o h ds easy victories to the 

a . lations and an ~aJor irritant in our re 
forces of violence. 
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h r mn 

ccount 
1 

th 'n 

- th r 

n 
0 h 

vi w proc 

look tow rd 

tr ition 
win order to 
mooth working in 

h ition arrangements 
b tw n th 

in pr cti 

tio o 
two juri 
n t rrori 

i h n 
c ion 

n 
by nc that th ystem works 

non-t rrori t cases; 

- furth r scu sion b tw n h two id as and when needed 
identify elution to ny probl m in th arrangements which 
emerge in p ctic I in furth r nee of the Governments• shared 
corrunitment to effecti v m ns of dealing with fugitive 
offenders; 

a consequent reduction in the high publicity profile which 
this subject has acquired; . 
- use of the Criminal L w (Jurisdiction) Act 1976 and the 
Criminal Jurisdiction Act 1975 in ppropriate cases as they 
arise. A programme of work is b ing undertaken to ensure that 

the possibility of tr t rritori 1 prosecution as an 

t ditl'on i'n ppropriate cases is maintained alternative to .. ra 

and enhanced. 

c1ao23 
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paper bY the BJ'i tish Side 

l In the Preamble to the Agreement' b 
· oth Governments reaffirmed 

their total rejection of any attempt to 
promote political objectives 

bY violence, or the threat of viole 
nee, and their determination to 

work together to ensure that those who adopt or support such methods 

do not succeed. Accordingly, and with a view specifically to 

enhancing cross-border co-operation against the common enemy of 

terrorism, the Intergovernmental Conference was required, under 

Article 9, to set in hand a programme o: work to be undertaken by 

the Chief Constable of the RUC and the Commissioner of the Garda 

Siochana. In the face of a continuing and serious terrorist threat, 

it remains a vital task of the Conference to ensure that security 

cooperation is e_ffective. This paper, has two purposes: to review 

ll'ght of the commitments which each side the progress made in the 

entered into under Article g; and, more important, to suggest areas 

already made, both sides should 
in which, in the light of advances 

be committed to making further progress· 

ltg_g_ress made under Article i 

d as which might be suggeste are 
2. Article 9 of the Agreement . 

· f work to enhance co-operation. They 

included in a joint programme o 
page 1 of 5 
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. threat assessment~ 
,;e,e· exchange of 

ec
kni' cal co-operation' information' 
,. training liaison structure, -

Of 
r ces Agreement on the Personnel and 

,esou · basic operati.onal 
elements of a 

\Jas reached i~ February 1986 at the f. programme of work 

C fe lrst Quadriparti·te 
Up by the on rence to mon · t Meeting; set 

l or ana 
take forw d 

9. A joint Threat Assessment was ar work under Article 
submitted t 

0 Pol ice chiefs in M O the Conference by the 
~ ay 1986·. · 

t : · 1 t has recently 
updated - again as a joint exerc· 

lSe. 
been revised and 

Other elements were remitted 
to joint RUC and Garda working 

groups which prepared four joint reports recorrunending future act· 
ion· · These 

operations, Legislative Procedures 
reports (on Intelligence, 

and Related Matters, and 

provided the framework for closer 
computerisation in both Forces) 

co-operation between the two forces. 
Moreover, the process of 

preparing them was itself valuable 1n contributing to the 

development of closer working relat1.· ons.·,..,, 1· ps b t 
e ween the RUC and 

Garda at all levels. 

3. Implementation of these reports was not, however, in the view of 

the British side, either as rapid or effective as the gravity of the 

security situation required. By the middle of 1987 it appeared to 

the British side that little real progress was being made towards 

the achievement of the objectives of the agreed joint work 

Programmes. In particular, there was little evidence that the 

crucial of h1·gh quality intelligence, significance 
and the need to 

acquire and share it speedily and systematically if terrorist 

attacks were to be p reempted, 

actea Upon by the Irish side. 

was either fully understood or being 

It is evident that 
Sti t. 

lsh side hopes that 

w changed and the 
. . tuation has no th1S Sl 

dl·fficult period 
thiS 
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can now be regarded as 



to ry The Bfiti·sh "'iS • S 'd 
t '' 1 e has 

as d no tea 
P · ons that, un er the 1 ana warml 

·catl eadership Y Welcomes , 
nd

1 
of both 

current Garda Conunissioner the immediate ,Past d tne ' si 
8n 9nif icant . 

made to the operational improvements have 
n capacity of bee ' th 

auction of several measures e Garda notably· the 
intro in tended 

bilities in · the area of intelli to enhance the Garda' s 
caPa gence. 

operation ge:ierally, and 
t0 co A more positive approach 

cooperation on 
rticular, is already evident pa 

intelligence matters in 

all 1evels. 
in contacts 

between the two Forces at 

neCurrent Position -
5, It can therefore now be confidently said that substantial 

progress in security cooperation is being· made. 
Good intelligence 

is contributing to significant finds of material made by both the 

RC and the Garda. 
There is a shared appreciation of the value of 

preemptive intelligence and both sides are committed to obtaining 

:nore of this and to sharing it, as appropriate with the other. A 

stable structure now exists for regular contac t s between t he Chief 

onstable ··and the Garda Commissioner, as well 

staff of both forces. The installation of 

between the RUC and the Garda is proceeding 

as between senior HQ 

secure communications 

satisfacto ri l y. As a 

Practica 1 
example of effective security cooperation , the agreed 

P • d ·ces found on or near the border roceaure for clearing explosive ev1 

has ld now benefit from some minor 
Worked well, although it wou 

~Odif. 
lcations. 

6, both countries 
'l'he security forces of a· g to a changing terrorist 

.fle . d respon in 
~lb1·11·ty . g an t· 

will need retain to 

in identify1n and effective opera ional ~ new teat together 
' ana to develop 
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h 
m n co 

0 t' b t nt i l ! th r 
m n n mb r 0 

n h f c i v n of ho n ov m nt h h V j u r y b n impl m nt d by C ic r Ul 
" 

Both th Bri t is h nd Iri sh ide have made clear thei r cornmi tment t o c ombatting t i 
error sm and are determined to work 

together to ensure that terrorism , .• 
1
•
11 ,. not succeed in any part of 

t he island of Ireland . A v · t 1 
la part of achieving this is close and 

developing co - operation in cross-border security. 
It is on this 

the British side accordingly invites the Irish to agree 

that the following propositions should be · regarded as the basis for 

cooperation over the next 2 - 3 ~~ars. 

(a) Security co-operation should continue to be a high priority 

issue for the Conference; the Quadripartite Group should 

meet regularly and assist in preparing for the Conference 

~eetings; there should continue to be regular contact 

(b) 

between the Chief Constable of the RUC and the Garda 

Commissioner and between their respective forces; 

Standing Joint Group Meetings should continue; 

and both 

1 . e forces shou The two po 1c ld ensure that the arrangements 

for . in the obtaining, exchange and co-operation . 
t' n are working effectively, with exploitation of informa io 

d Pre-emptive intelligence; ·son goo particular emphasi 
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(e) 

S E C R E T 

The Joint Thre~t Assess 

ment shou1a be regularly up-dated; 

There should continue 

to be emphasis on the training of officers in specialist 

, Skills, including those required for the acquisition f 
o effective inte11 · 

1.gence; 

to 

Both sides should reaffirm 

the importance which they attach effective 
po !icing of th 

e border, including physical security measures; there should 
be periodic reviews of the 

two sides• joint efforts in this area; 

(f) In the light of the common understanding of the scale of 

the threat, intensive searching for terrorist arms and 

material should continue on both sides of the border; 

(g) There should be a continuing recognition of the importance 

of secure communications and their installation; 

( h) There should be further progress in technical co-operation; 

(i) There should be a further pooling of knowledge and ideas to 

( j) 

prevent any k d type consignments of weapons further E sun -

· both parts of the island from reaching terrorist groups in 

of Ireland; 

The two sides should t Work t ogether on the continue o 

of terrorist funding. monitoring and control 
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ARTICLE lo 

1. The Bri sh side believes that 

Co-operation b~nefits alls t· cross-border economic and social 
ec ions of th 

1ation. Common membersh' e Northern Ireland 
popu lp of the Eu 

·c of geography point t th ropean Community and the 
1091 ° e cont · d 

t cts. The British s·d inue development of these con a l e also en 
lling of ··int·ernat · . courages fully the constructive 

channe . d . ional interest in Northern Ireland towards 
the economic an social developm t . 
the border regions. en of disadvantaged areas including 

2. Prior to the Agreement, conside;able cross-border co-operation 
on economic and social issues of mutual interest, such as transport, 
tourism, drainage and fisheries, had existed. Where these links 

between Departments and public bodies were operating successfully, 
direct involvement by the Conference and Secretariat has been 

limited. The Conference discussed cross-border economic and social 
co-operation at its meetings on 11 March 1986, 9 May 1986 (with 
special attention to tourism), 17 June 1986 (the Belfast-Dublin 
Road), 6 October 1986, 17 July 1987, 21 October 1987, 17 June 1988, 

27 July 1988 and 13 September 1988. 

3. The Conference has sought to identify areas where, because of 
h · · t ces or a reassessment of strategy, there is scope c ang1ng c1rcums an 

• d d ss-border co-operation. A joint study has for new ot exten e era . 
t from the EC to assess the social and been conunissioned with supper . . . . 
h W St focusing on the poss1bil1t1es f the Nort - e ' 

economic problems o 
1 

vant authorities on both sides of 
of closer co-operation by the re e t · at has begun to consider 

ths the Secre ar1 
the Border. In recent mon . d f the radical changes in 

f the islan o 
the impact on both parts O d for 1992. A seminar on 

. ractices planne 
European Community trading P . des of the border was 

from both s1 
this subj·ect for businessmen f Economic Development (NI) and 

rtment o . · organised jointly by the Depa (RoI) in Louvain, Belgium, in 
th d Industry · t th need e Department of Trade an . ntly being given o e 

. is curre th 
December 1988. Consideration d focus more sharply on e . 
for ·nar which woul n Market for both regions. · a follow-up semi . le Europea 
P f the sing " 0ssible implications 0 



~~nder the auspices ~f the 
4 . .,- . 1 t. Conference 
~inisteria mee ings has been held a number of bilateral 

oss-border co-operation ran . on specific topics of 
er 9lng from h 
·sheries. The Secretariat . . ealth provision to 

fl . ls involved . 
in arranging these meetings. 

Article lO(a) of the Agreem 
5. . . . ent urged th 
he possibility of securing it . e Governments to consider 

t . .. . n ernat1ona1 
f economic and social develo support for the promotion 

o Pments i 
hi' ch have ff n areas on both sides of the border w su ered from th 

tember 19 8 6 ·· the· two Gove e consequences of instability. In 
SeP . rnments entered into an Agreement whereby 
an International Fund for Irela d . 

. •to promote econ . n was established with the objective 
being . omic and social advance and to encourage 
contact, dialogue and reconciliation b t . . 

. e ween nationalists and 
unionists throughout Ireland'. Thes b' . 

. . e o Jectives were to be pursued 
through stimulating private i t 

nves ment and enterprise, supplementing 
public programmes, and supporting voluntary effort, including 
self-help schemes. 

6. The Fund has attracted financial support from the Governments of 
the United States, Canada and New Zealand, and from the European 
Cormnunity. Resources are spent primarily in projects in Northern 
Ireland and the border counties of the Republic of Ireland. The 
Fund is controlled by a Board which is independent of Government. 
In the Chairman's report for 1987/88 it was estimated that the 
Fund's activities would create around 4,500 new permanent or 

part-time jobs, 4,000 temporary construction jobs and would retain 

in work at" least 1,500 people in rural areas. However, the Fund• s 

activities have been criticised by some commentators on the grounds 

that support is not being targetted towards the most needy sectors. 

7. Boa rd of the Fund carr i ed out a Review of In September 1988 the 
· more focused contribution to the its Policies and decided to make a 

of the most disadvantaged areas. 
economic and social representation 
T , • h and Irish Ministers at the 
his decision was welcomed by Bri tis 

Conference on 13 September 1988 · 

for Ireland is independent of both 8
' The International Fund 

5 
that the Conference will 

Go"e . . h side hope 
rnments, but the Br1ti 5 • larly in regenerating the most 

Cont. work, part1cu 
. 1nue to support its 

dl.s d 
a 11antaged areas. 



T I A L 

!.,The British Side is fully aware Of the importance of the ongoing 
• 9· rn of cross-border economic and social co-operation between -the atte t the b f · t 

P Governmen s, ene is Of Which are self-evident. By its 
tl'o ale, such day to day co-operation is not an appropriate area 

rY sc 

d · rect intervention by the Conference and the Secretariat. for d1 . . 

they have an important role in maintaining a strategic .,ever . . . 1 
• . of co-operation and in suggesting to those direct Y rv1ew . 

~e d possible areas for expansion. This work is ongoing and 
cerne 

con ld be continued. In Particular, it wi 11 be necessary to keep 

shoU reful review the implications of the Single European Market 
under ea 

th parts of Ireland. for bo 

.. 

N F I D E C 0 
N T I A L 
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